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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It was more than a mere slogan. "Remember, fears, not years, make men old." It 

was R.B. "Mac" McAlister's signature outcue during his 48-year career as a radio and 

television personality. McAlister coined the slogan, preached it, and believed it. It was 

his philosophy for living life and ruiming a business, and he passed it on to his son. Bill 

McAlister, and Bill's son, Greg McAlister. 

R.B. McAlister was a longtmie radioman. He got his start in broadcasting in 1928 

in his native Brownwood, Texas. In high school, he was a sports aimouncer working for 

a "bootleg" operation and deeply smitten by the lure of the airwaves. He moved to 

Lubbock in 1933 for his first full-time radio job, hired on as an aimouncer for KFYO 

radio. For the next 41 years, radio was his life, leading him to a variety of towns in West 

Texas, Eastem New Mexico and Eastem Colorado as a station manager and owner. His 

broadcast career became a family affair, eventually involvmg his wife, Majorie, and only 

child. Bill, and one of his grandchildren, Greg.^ 

R.B. McAlister took chances his entire life. He was crippled by polio, giving him 

an ungainly appearance. But he was a showman with a fabulous voice, deep and 

resonant, perfect for radio and television broadcasting. He was also a skilled negotiator, 

making him an adept politician and business operative. He was quite the dealmaker, 

buying and selling radio properties, and convincing a consortium of business owners and 



professionals to put up 90 percent of the money to bankroll him in the television 

business.^ 

Bill McAlister shared his father's on-air enthusiasm. He started his radio career 

as a child, voicing commercials. R.B. McAlister, in an unpublished interview before his 

death with John S. Gibson, said his son had only one noticeable fault, "Bill was not very 

good at doing buttermilk conmiercials for Bell Dairy, since he hated buttermilk" 

Bill McAlister got his first full-time job in radio as a disc-jockey at Lubbock's 

KLLL radio, which his father purchased in the mid-50s. He managed KUKO radio in 

Post, Texas, after his father purchased it in 1959; and then Lubbock's KSEL radio, 

begirming in 1962, when it w£is acquired m a deal involving the sale of R.B. McAlister's 

station in Littlefield, Texas. He was program manager at KSEL and was elevated to 

general manager in 1966. He became president and general manager of KSEL TV (later 

changed to KAMC TV), fi-om 1968 until his death in 1983. 

Bill McAlister had even more showmanship ability than his father did. Blessed 

with a booming voice and an extroverted personality, he was an immensely popular on-

air personality on both radio and television. His business acumen, however, was not 

nearly as sharp. He took chances on business opportunities and placed his trust in people 

who severely impacted the television station, bringing it to the brink of ruin. 

Like his grandfather and father, Greg McAlister started his broadcast career at a 

very early age. But unlike his father and grandfather, Greg McAlister took an interest in 

the technical and production side of the television business. At the age of 12, he went to 

work part-time at the station, working in the production department. He said he was not 



pushed into the business by his father. "It was something that I wanted to do more than 

he expected me to do. From what I remember, he didn't have a lot to do with what I did 

out there. We were really kind of separate, he ran the station and I played in the back. I 

ran TelePrompTer and swept the prop room. It kind of progressed fi-om there."^ 

Greg McAlister eventually took over management of the station and saved it from 

financial ruin before selling it for a tidy profit. He was more comfortable behind the 

scenes than in the spotlight, possessing his grandfather's negotiating and dealmaking 

skills. He was a good judge of character. He placed his trust in people who could help 

him rescue his sagging fortunes and teach him the broadcasting business. He 

accomplished this before reaching the age of 33. 

The station was McAlister Television Enterprises. It started operation on 12 

November 1968 and ceased to exist on 31 January 1999. It w£is owned and operated by 

three generations. It made a lot of money, and it lost enough to teeter on the brink of 

bankruptcy. 

R.B. McAlister seemingly had little to fear in November 1968. He had total 

ownership of Lubbock, Texas' KSEL AM and FM, two radio properties that were top 

moneymakers. KSEL AM had a Top 40 format, while the FM station was easy listening. 

McAlister was also tackling a new career. He had just been elected to the Texas 

Legislature as a state representative from District 75 representing Lubbock, winning the 

election by 8,000 votes.^ He had tumed over the management of the radio properties to 

his son. Bill, in 1966, so McAlister was free to spend the majority of his time in Austin. 



But politics was not his only career change. R.B. McAlister was about to take the 

biggest financial gamble of his life, using other people's money. He tumed his attention 

to a new broadcast medium, television, in which he had little experience but big plans. 

On 12 November 1968, R.B. McAlister signed on KSEL TV, ultra high frequency 

chaimel 28, the fourth television station m the Lubbock market.̂  

It had no network affiliation, no ratings, and few viewers because UHF was not 

the spectrum of choice. Television manufacturers had just recently begim marketing 

UHF-ready receivers. To make matters worse, KSEL TV was the second UHF station in 

the Lubbock market. KKBC TV, Channel 34, had beaten KSEL on the air by two 

months. Both KSEL and KKBC would struggle for viewers and advertisers because the 

majority of sets in the Lubbock market were tuned to the very high frequency ( charmels 

2-13) veterans KLBK and KCBD, both of which had been broadcasting for 16 years. 

McAlister's endeavor attracted scant attention. The only mention he could get in 

his city's daily newspaper, the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, was an ad he purchased on 

the back page of the Sunday TV News section. Just a week earlier, the newspaper had 

trumpeted his election landslide. While McAlister, the politician, was big news; 

McAlister, the television entrepreneur, a potential advertising competitor, was best to be 

ignored. A full week elapsed after the sign-on before the Avalanche-Journal included 

KSEL TV's programming lineup in the daily TV log.^ 

When KDUB TV (later changed to KLBK) signed on as the first station in the 

Lubbock market, on 13 November 1952, it was an event. A crowd of about 1,500 people, 

including a who's who of leaders of the Lubbock community and the television industry, 



crowded downtown Lubbock for musical entertainment, speechmaking, and a "tug-of-

war-style" switch-on.* 

Sixteen years later, almost to the day, KSEL TV signed on v^th no downtown 

ceremony, no crowds, and scant attention. Chief engmeer William Baker flipped the 

swdtch, sending out the first signal. A test pattem illuminated the screens tuned to 

Channel 28.^ 

It was an inauspicious start for a broadcasting veteran like R.B. McAlister who 

had no fears about getting a late start in an industry aheady dominated by the networks 

and station owners with multiple properties. On 12 November 1968, R.B. McAlister set 

into motion a television enterprise that, for 31 years, would involve three generations of 

the McAlister family. 

Upon the death of Bill McAlister in 1983, the Avalanche-Journal paid tribute to 

him and, in a sense, the entire McAlister family for their devotion to Lubbock and the 

communications industry. The newspaper described Bill McAlister as "one of the 

Southwest's leading communications people": 

Bom and for the most part educated in Lubbock, McAlister's love affair with his 
hometown was something which he proudly carried across the nation. 

His role as a booster for Lubbock as a public servant was something he mherited 
from his late father, former {Texas Representative} R.B. McAlister, a longtime 
Lubbock resident, radio personality and television veteran. ̂ ° 

In 1976, this author began his broadcast journalism career wdth McAlister 

Television Enterprises and Chaimel 28. This 12-year employment bridged the tsvilight of 

R.B. McAlister's career, the height of Bill McAlister's career cut tragically short by his 

untimely death, and the very beginnings of Greg McAlister's career. Three generations 



of the McAlister family fearlessly operated a small-market television station in Lubbock, 

Texas, during the prime of the television industry until finally succumbing to the realities 

of the business at the turn of the century. 

It is because of their contributions to the television industry and West Texas 

communications that this thesis studies McAlister Television Enterprises and the men 

who took chances and allayed their fears to keep it a family business for 31 years. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In 1968, R.B. and Bill McAlister joined a television industry that was still growing, 

but maturing. The McAlisters faced competition from two VHF stations that had been 

running since the 1950s. Both stations were owned by companies that owned several 

stations. The McAlisters owned no other television stations. 

The nationwide push to put television stations on the air began in earnest in mid 

1952 with the lifting of the Federal Communications Commission ban on granting 

licenses to broadcast stations. The Commission put a freeze on processing new 

applications for TV stations in 1948 in order to study the shortage of TV frequencies. At 

the time the freeze was activated, only 37 stations were on the air, 86 constmction 

permits had been issued, and 303 applications for new licenses had been filed with the 

FCC' 

According to Robert Hilliard and Michael Keith, the FCC had to make some difficult 

decisions that would shape the explosion of growth of the fledgling industry: 

Among other things, the FCC had to decide whether to allocate the most 
desirable audio frequencies to FM or to TV; it had to deal with potential TV 
interference that rivaled that of radio more than two decades earlier; it faced 
increasing demands for educational TV channels; and it had to determine which TV 
color system to choose for the country. 

What was announced as a six-month freeze lasted more than three years and ended 

with the issuance of the Sixth Report and Order. Severe consequences resulted because of 

the freeze. According to George Comstock, in Television in America, "it dismpted the 



normal diffusion of television and created substantial populations with and without the 

medium."^ 

And Comstock continued: 

When the freeze ended, there were 400 applications for station licenses waiting 
to be processed. By the end of the decade, about 44 million households, or 86 
percent, had sets; there were 510 commercial stations in operation, 433 VHF and 77 
UHF, and 35 educational stations (28 VHF, seven UHF), mostly connected with 
colleges and universities; daily hours of television household viewing had increased 
10 percent from about four-and-a-half hours in 1950 to about five hours in 1960.̂ * 

In late 1952, Lubbock joined the television age. Just a few months after the freeze 

was lifted, W. D. Dub Rogers, of Texas Telecasting, was granted a license and assigned 

VHF channel 13. Just five weeks later, on 13 November 1952, KDUB TV signed on the 

air. According to Jay A. R. Warren, KDUB was the first post-freeze television station to 

go on the air in Texas and the first station in the nation to go on the air in a small market.̂  

Rogers' station went on the air in temporary quarters. He wanted to be first on air in 

Lubbock and had a competitor to beat. Joe H. Bryant, of Bryant Radio and Television, 

signed on VHF channel 11 on 10 May 1953.̂  

Rogers affiliated with the Columbia Broadcasting System and the Du Mont Network. 

Bryant affiliated v^th the National Broadcasting Corporation and the American 

Broadcasting Corporation. By 1968, when R.B. McAlister joined the Lubbock market 

competition, Du Mont was defunct, KDUB had changed call letters to KLBK and was 

affiliated with CBS and ABC, and Rogers had left the business. He sold his station in 

1961 to Sid Grayson of Grayson Enterprises, which also owned a station m Wichita Falls, 

Texas. Bryant sold KCBD in 1970 to State Telecastmg, which owned stations m 

Roswell, New Mexico; Charleston, South Carolma, and Columbia, South Carolina.̂  



McAlister's KSEL TV, which was assigned UHF channel 28, began operating m an 

environment that did not favor UHF stations or mdependent ownership. The FCC 

originally allocated the Lubbock market three VHF channels (5, 11, and 13) and two 

UHF channels (originally 20 and 26, later changed to 28 and 34). In all markets, VHF 

licenses were the first granted. However, limited channel capacity on the VHF band 

eventually led to the growth of UHF allocations in the late 1960s. 

As of 4 December 1968, 671 commercial television stations were on air, but only 

165 were operating on the UHF band (channels 14-88.)* UHF stations were not as 

profitable as their VHF counterparts (channels 2-13) due to lower power and limited 

reach. UHF growth was also hampered by the lack of receivers with UHF band 

accessibility. The overwhelming majority of stations were transmitting on the VHF 

spectrum, so television manufacturers produced sets receiving channels 2-13. As Richard 

Schroeder explains in Texas Signs On: 

Although the FCC granted licenses in the UHF band, transmitter equipment, 
networks, advertisers, home receivers, and other necessary equipment were not 
ready. Not until the middle 1960s were television receivers required by the FCC to 
be manufactured to receive the UHF band. For the first decade after the freeze, 
granting a station a UHF license was a permit to fail.̂  

Howard Blumenthal and Oliver Goodenough were even more blunt in their 

assessment of early UHF efforts, saying, "this was no man's land because many sets 

could not receive the signals, and even viewers who owned VHF/UHF sets rarely 

watched the UHF band."̂ ^ 

With the majority of viewers tuned into to VHF stations, the bulk of advertising 

dollars were spent with VHF stations in the few markets that had both VHF and UHF 
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properties. Smce few early television receivers featured UHF reception, UHF stations 

could not compete for the audience numbers being delivered by VHF properties. As a 

result, UHF commercial rates were significantly lower than VHF rates in all time periods 

during the broadcast day. 

For example, in 1969, VHF station KCBD's rate card showed the cost of a 30-

second conmiercial in primetime (6:30-10 P.M.) as $125. Lubbock's other commercial 

VHF station, KLBK, offered a 30-second primetime rate of $90. KSEL offered 

primetime 30-second commercials at $30. KSEL's top rate for any time period was $45 

while KCBD's top rate was $150.'^ 

In 1967, the creation of the public television system bolstered UHF. When PBS 

began, there were about 125 non-commercial stations of which somewhat more than half 

were on the VHF band. PBS expanded with most of its growth occurring on the UHF 

band. By the mid 1970s, 60 percent of all public stations were UHF. According to 

Comstock, "Efforts to find a place for public television.. .restored UHF as a source for a 

wider diversity of programming from both noncommercial and commercial sources."'^ 

The growth of television stations through the 1960s was phenomenal, especially 

UHF stations. As of 31 August 1960, 580 stations operated; 453 VHF commercial 

operations and 80 UHF commercial properties. In addition, 47 non-commercial 

educational stations operated, 12 of those UHF.'"' 

By the 1970s, UHF had boomed. The number of UHF stations had risen to 185 

commercial and 111 educational. VHF had risen to 511 commercial and 85 educational 

stations. 
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Nationwide, UHF stations were attracting new viewers as reception obstacles were 

removed. By 31 October 1973, Broadcastmg Yearbook estimated 107,000 television 

homes in the Lubbock market, and of those, 100,300, 93 percent, had UHF receivers.'^ 

Group owners controlled most of these new commercial UHF stations. According to 

Blumenthal and Goodenough in their book. This Business of Television, most of these 

groups were already established in radio or print.'^ 

By 1968 industry standards, R.B. and Bill McAlister were considered independent 

broadcasters, despite their radio and TV holdings. Broadcasting Yearbook classified 

group ownership as control of three or more AM radio stations or two or more television 

stations.'^ In 1968, R.B. and Bill McAlister controlled one AM, one FM and one TV 

property. 

Group ownership was addressed by the FCC as early as 1953 with the issuance of the 

Multiple Ownership Order allowing for common ovmership of up to seven TV stations, 

seven AM radio stations and seven FM radio stations. 

By 1955, group ownership was firmly established in the largest TV markets and the 

trend was spreading to the smaller markets. Market rankings were not utilized until the 

late 1960s, however, a comparison of ownership of all television stations currently listed 

in markets 101-150 for 1955, 1961 and 1969, showed Lubbock in market rank 147. 

In 1955, 77 stations were operating in this market range, and 24 were group owned. 

Again, group ownership only consisted of companies with other television and radio 

holdings.'* TV stations owned by newspapers and/or magazines then were not 

considered in the group ownership category. 
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By 1961, 22 additional stations were added to this market range and one station had 

relinquished its license, making a total of 98 stations, of which 56 were group owned.'^ 

Three weeks after KSEL TV signed on. Broadcasting Yearbook published its 1969 

edition. KSEL was one of the 122 stations now operational in markets 101-150. R.B. 

and Bill McAlister bucked a trend now firmly established in all market sizes; group 

owned properties outnumbered independent owners. Of the 122 stations in markets 101-

150, 77 were group owned.^° 

Group ownership of UHF properties grew at a much slower rate due to lower 

profitability, lower power and limited reach. By 1973, 106 UHF stations operated in the 

top 100 markets of which 57 percent were group-ovmed. However, Herbert Howard, 

who studied group television ownership in his dissertation, says, "that percentage grew to 

67 percent by 1982."^' 

Group ownership dominated because of the competition for television programming. 

Group owners had more clout. Syndicated programming (shows already appearing on 

the networks or not offered by the networks) was easier to obtain and at better rates if a 

company was purchasing for multiple stations. Group owners also had a better chance at 

landing a network affiliation if they controlled multiple network affiliated properties. 

By 1968, the networks, ABC, CBS and NBC, dominated television due to the role 

they played in the development of the medium. NBC was the strongest network in the 

beginning of the television era because it was owned by RCA. RCA, an electronics 

manufacturer, pioneered the development of studio equipment including transmitters and 
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television receivers. NBC made its first TV broadcast in 1931 and was broadcasting 

regularly by 1943.̂ ^ 

Prior to that, NBC was firmly established in radio with two nationwide networks. It 

developed popular TV programming by bringing many of its top radio performers to 

television. Amos 'n' Andy, Jack Benny, Red Skelton, Burns & Allen and many more 

made the transition. 

According to Blumenthal and Goodenough, "NBC was able to build an affiliate 

network of local television stations faster than CBS or ABC. Its programming 

immediately reached a larger audience; this led to higher advertising rates, which in turn 

permitted innovation and expansion."̂ "* 

CBS began regular television broadcasts about the same time as NBC, but was 

slower to build a cadre of local television affiliates. According to Blumenthal and 

Goodenough, because CBS "had concentrated on the development of a color TV system, 

it had not applied for television licenses; as late as 1951, CBS owned just one station."^^ 

Initial CBS programming was not as popular as NBC programming. However, CBS 

owner William S. Paley, lured many shows and performers from NBC and established 

CBS as the "Tiffany network" which was "consistently profitable, well-managed, and 

classy." The biggest stars, Lucille Ball, Jackie Gleason, Danny Kaye, Arthur Godfrey, 

and Carol Bumett appeared in its shows. Edward R. Murrow and Walter Cronkite 

presented news; and Captain Kangaroo, for years the most popular personality in 

children's television, entertained. 
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The creation of ABC came about when the FCC forced NBC to sell one of its two 

radio networks in 1943. NBC kept the stronger Red network. Edward J. Noble bought 

the weaker Blue network; and even though he lacked stars, programs and cash, he 

carefully managed his resources and focused on building television stations in five major 

markets: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco and Detroit. 

United Paramount Theatres bought ABC in 1951, allowing the fledgling company to 

offer more competitive programming. However, it continued to stmggle until the early 

1970s. It had fewer affiliates than CBS or NBC, so it reached a smaller audience, and 

received a smaller share of the advertising revenues. However, this forced ABC to 

innovate. 

ABC not only aired movies produced by Paramount Pictures; it also was the first 

network to collaborate with Hollywood studios for regular programming. Wamer 

Brothers produced 71 Sunset Strip, Maverick, and Cheyenne. Disney produced The 

Mickey Mouse Club and Disneyland. 

The Big Three, ABC, CBS and NBC, controlled the nation's viewing habits in the 

1960s and 1970s. According to Comstock: 

The network share of the prime time audience - between 8 and 11 p.m. each 
evening - was greater than 90 per cent during these two decades. By 1965... 
about one-fifth of American communities could receive no more than three 
broadcast outlets, which meant, except for the small minority of households with 
cable, that their television viewing was 100 percent network.̂ ^ 

In 1968, R.B. and Bill McAlister began operating in an industry that had become the 

medium where most people got theu* information about news events of the day. There 

was plenty of news to report because the nation was embroiled m the Vietnam 
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controversy. Television covered student demonstrations on college campuses, climaxed 

by the violent protests at the Democratic National Convention m Chicago. 

Network programming strived to stay noncontroversial as evidenced by the treatment 

of the hottest show on CBS, The Smothers Brothers. According to Hillard and Keith, the 

two young comedians "tried to reflect the mood of the country and angered CBS in the 

process." After featuring Pete Seeger, an anti-war folk singer, the Smothers Brothers 

continued to "inject political and social humor and comments mto their programs" until 

CBS chairman William Paley threw them off the air "for not bemg sufficiently 

mainstream." '̂ 

Programming philosophies were mostly mainstream. Westerns, cop shows, family 

oriented sitcoms and variety shows such as Bonanza, The FBI, I Dream ofJeannie and 

Carol Bumett were the standard network fare. However, the networks dabbled in 

pushing the boundaries with Rowan and Martin's Laughin, Julia, and Peyton Place. 

Laugh-in focused on political and lifestyle satire. Julia featured an African American 

single parent. Peyton Place brought the sex and drama of afternoon soap operas to prime 

time. 

Talk shows were also immensely popular, with 18 such programs in syndication, 

discussing the controversies of the time. Dick Cavett, Mike Douglas and Merv Griffin 

mled afternoons while Johnny Carson and Joey Bishop presided over late-night talk.̂ ^ 

Each network had established owned and operated stations in the largest population 

centers. NBC owned WNBC in New York, WRC in Washington, D.C., WMAQ in 

Chicago, WKYC in Cleveland, and KNBC in Los Angeles. CBS operated WCBS in 
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New York, KCBS in Los Angeles, WBBM in Chicago, WBZ in Boston and KPEX in 

San Francisco. ABC owned WABC m New York, KABC in Los Angeles, WLS in 

Chicago, and K(JO m San Francisco.̂ ^ 

However by the 1980s, network domination and group ownership were headed m 

opposite directions. The mles regarding ownership by those with media holdings in radio 

and print had changed several times and those decisions strongly favored group 

ownership. In the meantime, technological and competitive forces altered the pattem of 

near monopolization by the three major networks. 

Comstock calls it the reshaping of television. 

It was comprised of a set of technologies that for the most part had long been m 
existence. Like television itself, the principles on which they were based had been 
known decades before they were introduced as operational for widespread 
dissemination. Like television, the developments waited upon a set of chcumstances 
that appeared to favor their marketability. They fall into four categories: cable, 
satellites, interactive television, and in-home playback and recording devices. 
Together, they offered a range of applications that could change the social roles of 
television.̂ '* 

In addition to these technologies, the emergence of FOX, UPN, The WB Network 

and PAXNET from the mid 1980s to the mid 1990s also took viewers away from the Big 

Three. By 1990, accordmg to Comstock, "only about 55 percent of commercial stations, 

or slightly more than half, were affiliated with one or another of the three, and their share 

of the prime time audience was slipping below 70 per cent. This compares with nine out 

often stations and a share of more than 90 percent in the 1970s." By 1995, network 

shares had eroded to 57 percent.̂ ^ 

Group ownership was dominant in all markets. Deregulation by Congress and the 

FCC led to the virtual elimination of anti-monopoly rules. As a result, television and 
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radio owner supergroups were formed. For example, Sinclair Broadcasting and River 

City Broadcasting merged resulting in a media conglomerate with 29 television stations 

and 34 radio stations.̂ ^ 

In February 1999, the FCC heard testimony on removal of all ownership mles. 

According to Bill Holland, who covered the hearing for Billboard'. 

Most of the testimony centered on whether the removal of the rules would doom 
smaller stations in marketplaces that would be dominated by companies that own 
most of a city's radio and TV stations. 

Some smaller broadcasters argued.. .that easing the mle will lead to further 
industry consolidation and fewer independent, diverse voices.̂ ^ 

Recording artist and owner of the unaffiliated station, KJLH, in Los Angeles; Stevie 

Wonder testified during the hearing. Wonder feared that removal of the mles would 

"drown" stations such as KJLH, which provides "a voice for the people who reside in the 

shadow of big business."^* 

At the tum of the 21̂ ^ century, television supergroups controlled most stations in the 

nation's largest population centers. The percentage of commercial television stations in 

the top 100 markets now controlled by the top 25 ownership groups had grown 

significantly, from just under 25 per cent in 1996 to more than 38 percent in 1999. 

According to Elizabeth A. Rathbun, reporting for Broadcasting and Cable, the country's 

25 largest TV broadcast groups own or control 471 stations, more than a third of the 

1,219 commercial TV stations operating in all markets.̂ ^ 

At the tum of the century, station ownership in the Lubbock market had changed 

radically. KLBK was acquired by Quorum Broadcasting in 1998 and Cosmos 

Broadcasting acquired KCBD in January 2000. There were also no independent 
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operators in the market. In January 1999, McAlister Television Enterprises sold to VHR 

Lubbock License, Inc. 

Greg McAlister said he finally gave into temptation when sale prices hit 

astronomical highs. "We put feelers out stating what our level of interest would be. It 

was a level that I think most people would say wasn't a pmdent business decision. But 

we got someone who was interested in playing with us at that level. So we had a unique 

opportunity, with valuations where they were, to find somebody willing to pay more 

money than the station was worth."̂ ^ 

The sale price was $23.5 million. Less than a year later, KCBD sold for $60 million, 

showing once again that after 30 years in the business, a UHF station owner was still 

being short changed due to lower power, limited reach and lower profitability. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

McAlister Television Enterprises was more than just a corporate name. It was a 

family affair, spanning three generations for three decades. It thrived and faltered during 

the heyday of broadcast television. Like most independent broadcasting enterprises, it 

was, ultimately, gobbled up by a multiple ownership group. 

This thesis examines the broadcasting legacy passed from father, to son, to 

grandson. It is the story of R.B., Bill and Greg McAlister as told by their admirers and 

detractors. 

The author conducted primary research by tape recording interviews m person, by 

telephone, and by personal correspondence. The author witnessed many of the events 

described in this thesis as an employee of McAlister Television Enterprises from June 

1976 until July 1983; and May 1984 until March 1989. 

Chapter IV traces R.B. and Bill McAlister's radio backgrounds and the stations 

they owned and operated. The author interviewed Paul Beane, radio news director; Lew 

Dee, Bill McAlister's radio sidekick; Skip Watson, radio news reporter; and Bill 

Maddox, an employee of both KSEL radio and television. 

KSEL-TV started as an independent station, with a varied programming lineup 

featuring many shows that were regular staples on the McAlister's radio stations. An 

emphasis was placed on community service programming and news coverage. Chapter V 

examines the initial programming offerings and the station's stmggle to find an audience. 

The author interviewed A.C. Wunberly, the station's director of programmmg; Beane and 
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Maddox, the first newscasters; and Dee, who hosted a popular Saturday night movie with 

a zany cast of characters. Twenty stockholders were recruited to put KSEL-TV on the air 

and in addition to Dee, this author conducted a personal interview with one-time 

stockholder Alan Rosen and business manager Don Garth. 

From the start, KSEL-TV was in intense competition with KKBC-TV to secure 

the full-time ABC network affiliation for Lubbock. Chapter VI focuses on how the 

McAlisters landed the affiliation. In addition to Beane, Dee and Wimberly, the author 

interviewed W.D. "Dub" Rushing and Henry Huneke, the partners who put KKBC on the 

air. Jo Kidd, a KSEL copywriter, was also interviewed. 

Chapter VII examines the maturing and on-going financial stmggles of McAlister 

Television Enterprises. During this period, the McAlisters sold their radio properties, 

purchased another television station in Clovis, New Mexico; and both R.B. and Bill 

entered politics. In addition to Garth, Wimberly, Mattox, and Rosen, the author 

interviewed Bymie Bass, the McAlisters' attomey, and Bill McAlister's son, Greg 

McAlister. 

Chapter VIII examines the operation of the station under Robert Nash, the 

estate's executor. The station fell on hard tunes and came perilously close to bankruptcy. 

The author interviewed Wimberly, Maddox, Bass and Greg McAlister. 

Greg McAlister took over control of the station m 1992. Chapter DC examines the 

station's renaissance under his guidance. In addition to Greg McAlister, Garth, 

Wimberly, and Maddox, the author mterviewed sales manager Chuck Spaugh and 

salesman Larry Cain. 
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Chapter X focuses on the decision to sell the station, ending 30 years of McAlister 

station ownership. The author mterviewed Greg McAlister, Spaugh, Garth, and Bass. 

Chapter XI examines the continuation of Channel 28 following the sale. The 

author interviewed Greg McAlister, Wimberiy, Spaugh, Cain, and Maddox. 

In sum, it is due to the contributions of the McAlister family to West Texas 

television entertainment and information that this thesis examines the history of 

McAlister Television Enterprises and the father, son and grandson who guided this 

company. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE POWER OF RADIO 

R.B. McAlister was a study in contrasts. He was a devout Baptist who never took a 

drink, often quoted scriptures, and always carried a Bible in his suitcoat next to his heart. 

However, within his body, deformed by polio, beat the heart of a high stakes gambler. 

Paul Beane, employed as dkector of news by McAlister in radio and television, said, 

"He was the smartest man I ever met in my life. He had an unbelievable ability to talk to 

anybody about any subject and was the greatest salesman, bar none, I have ever known. 

P.T. Bamum was a piker compared to R.B. McAlister."' 

Don Garth, McAlister's accountant for 17 years, said religious faith made McAlister 

a fearless businessman. "He was sharp, down-to-earth, and somewhat conservative 

because he came up during the depression. But he was also a gambler. He had a lot of 

faith and if he thought it would go, he would jump off into the deep end and hope it 

worked."^ 

McAlister was doing high dives into the deep end m fall 1968. His new television 

project, KSEL- TV, was two months behind schedule and his competitors were spreading 

the word that when it did go on air, the station would not last more than six months. 

KSEL-TV was under financed, under capitalized, and under scmtiny by the ABC 

network which promised an affiliation deal, but was having second thoughts. The odds 

were long, but McAlister had an ace - KSEL radio. 
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KSEL radio was a powerhouse station and became the backbone of KSEL-TV. 

Without it, McAlister could not have kept the television station afloat financially and 

would not have secured the ABC affiliation. McAlister purchased KSEL radio in 1961, 

and built it into the highest rated radio station in the nation by using all the broadcasting 

knowledge he had accumulated in 46 years in the radio business. 

Ross Brothers McAlister began a romance with radio early in his life. He was bom in 

1911 in Brownwood, Texas. His father, A.F. McAlister, wanted to honor his business 

partners by naming the child after them. However, he did not want to offend by choosing 

one given name over the other. He diplomatically told his wife, "Ma, it will please my 

business partners a lot if I name the boy after both of them." That is how R.B. McAlister 

was named after the Ross Brothers Horse and Mule Bam. 

McAlister was a sickly child, stricken with polio at age two. His mobility was 

limited, but McAlister so resented people feeling sorry for him tiiat he played tennis, 

football, basketball and baseball on cmtches. His imagination soared in 1928 when radio 

came to Brownwood, a small central Texas community. He listened to it day after day 

realizing that this was his ticket into sports participation. In an interview conducted 

before his death, McAlister said he was obsessed with the thought of getting a job in 

radio so he would be satisfied with his lot in life. 

Skip Watson, employed as a news reporter by McAlister at KSEL radio, believed the 

lifelong handicap pushed McAlister into making a "positive slot in life." Watson, also a 

polio victim, said he understood why McAlister was obsessed wdth gaining acceptance: 

Society has a tendency to set you aside. It figures your leg does not work so you 
are not normal. You are pulled out whether you want to be or not. So you have to 
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make your own slot in life. He was on his own because he got pushed there. But he 
got accepted after he became somebody such as the owner of this great radio station 
and a state legislator.^ 

McAlister got the first radio job in Brownwood in 1928 at a radio station operating 

without a license. At the time, the newly created Federal Radio Commission was only 

regulating stations with signals powerful enough to cross state lines. McAlister was still 

in high school but was given the opportunity to broadcast sports, lectures, debates, and 

advertising remotes.̂  

The Brownwood station was eventually closed by the FRC, so McAlister coached 

high school sports while continuing to do sports broadcasts and play-by-play for a 

legitimately licensed station in Brownwood. He moved to Lubbock, Texas, in 1933 to 

accept his first full-time radio position. Hired as an announcer at KFYO radio, he read 

commercials and introduced country-western bands. The programming was entirely 

live. Following a short management stint in Midland, Texas, at KLRH radio, McAlister 

retumed to KFYO in 1936 as program director. He stayed for seven years, hosting a 

morning man-on-the-street radio program and developing a community service approach 

o 

which would become the trademark of the radio stations he purchased later in life. 

McAlister moved to Clovis, New Mexico, in 1943 for his first station management 

job at KICA radio. During the war years, Clovis was a small farming community with 

one radio station. It was an AM station with a small staff, primarily broadcasting live 

country-westem bands. However, McAlister was teamed with Grady Franklin Maples, a 

station aimouncer and salesman, to co-host KICA's morning show. The co-hosts became 
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close friends, forging a partnership that eventually led to the co-acquisition of several 

radio properties.̂  

McAlister and Maples billed themselves as Grady and Mac. Their morning show 

featured easy banter and hokey bits. For instance, one on-going topic of discussion 

involved the manager of the local JC Penney department store that was visible from the 

KICA studios. Every morning, McAlister and Maples would remark on whether the 

manager kissed his wife goodbye when she dropped him off for work. If he did not get a 

kiss, the morning show team speculated on why one was not given. "The kiss" became 

the popular topic of discussion in Clovis. McAlister and Maples became community 

celebrities because Clovis was talking about KICA and the zany antics of the Grady and 

Mac morning team.'^ 

They were zany radio performers and wanted to become serious busmess partners. 

McAlister knew promotions and how to manage people. Maples had the sales 

background and the business connections to borrow money from the Clovis bank. They 

pooled their money and took out a loan to purchase KTNM in Tucumcari, New Mexico; 

ml948." 

Tucumcari was even smaller than Clovis, another farming and one-radio station 

town. Maples resigned at KICA and moved to Tucumcari to manage KTNM. KTNM's 

AM frequency was 1400, broadcasting 250 watts power. Its format was live country-

westem bands and controversial morning talk. Accorduig to a promotional pamphlet, a 

Tucumcari listener said, "They don't all like Maples and they don't all dislike him. But 
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they dem sure know he's in town." 
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McAlister decided to stay in his management position in Clovis . He had heard that 

KICA might be for sale and wanted to be favorably positioned to buy it. KICA's 

ownership group worked out a payoff plan for McAlister and Maples and tumed over 

operation to the partners now operating as Maples-McAlister Broadcasting. KICA's AM 

frequency was 980, broadcasting 1,000 watts power. At the close of the decade. Maples-

McAlister Broadcasting owned and operated two New Mexico radio stations. 

McAlister and Maples developed an operating philosophy for their stations: get 

involved in the community, cover news, sports and politics, develop a morning show 

featuring humorous bits and colorful hosts, and operate a station just long enough to 

boost performance, then, sell for a handsome profit.'"̂  

The Clovis and Tucumcari properties were sold in a package deal in 1950 to raise the 

fimds needed to purchase KGGM in Albuquerque, New Mexico. KGGM's AM 

frequency was 610, broadcasting 5,000 watts power. The local programming was 

country-westem while also carrying the CBS radio network.'̂  

Albuquerque, New Mexico's largest city, was an extremely competitive radio market 

with six stations broadcasting on AM. Grady and Mac were back together as a morning 

show team and, according to Broadcast Measurement, set a national ratings record for 

listener loyalty. Less than two years later, they sold KGGM to buy KGMC radio in the 

Denver suburb of Englewood, Colorado.'^ 

KGMC's AM frequency was 1150, broadcasting 1,000 watts power. The 

programming was country-westem music and the featured show was Grady and Mac. 

They debuted on 7 January 1952, wdth the "finesse of a Texas tornado."'̂  
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According to "TV and Radio Weekly" m tiie Denver Post: 

It did not take the Denver public long to learn that anything could happen, and 
often did, on this station. When things get dull, Grady and Mac are likely to hop in 
the portable recording tmck, make a tour of Denver, interviewing people, refereeing 
dog fights, climbing aboard tram buses, raising a few bucks for a pet charity, looking 
for amateur talent - anything to keep KGMC listeners wondering what might tum up 
next.'* 

Denver offered a lot of radio competition and television was beginning to make an 

impact in 1953. The partners determined they needed a big event to get the community 

talking about the station. Beane said McAlister loved to tell the story: 

McAlister and Maples supposedly were covering, for the first time ever on 
radio, a live broadcast of a nudist wedding. The wedding was held in a Denver 
church and everyone was in the buff, including McAlister and Maples. They 
described in great detail how beautiful the bride was and how handsome the groom 
was. After the vows, the wedding march played and the couple left the chapel and it 
was time for the wrap-up. Just before the broadcast signed off. Maples asked 
McAlister what aspect of the wedding made the greatest impression on him. To 
which McAlister replied, "(jrady, I believe it was those cane bottomed chairs."'^ 

McAlister and Maples were also making their debut on television. They were hired 

by KBTV in January 1953 to host a live program, called This, That and the Other, 

described as "a varied collection of people, things, and ideas." Among the features was a 

segment called "We Tell Em," featuring a telephone contest with viewers; and "The Pee 

Wee Panel," a quiz show for grade schoolers where the co-hosts asked questions about 

everything from "shoes and ships and sealing wax." °̂ 

The Denver newspaper criticized Grady and Mac for stunts it considered unethical. 

One controversy stemmed from McAlister's coverage, in 1953, of an Englewood murder 

trial. Hourly reports were filed by telephone detailing the courtroom testimony. 

McAlister, however, was concerned that he was not adequately relaying the emotions in 
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tiie courtroom, so he instmcted an engineer to tape a microphone attached to a tape 

recorder above the door of the courtroom on the day the verdict was due. When the jury 

delivered a guilty verdict, the mother of the convicted man screamed. That verdict and 

resultuig scream were given prominent airtime, played over and over by Grady and Mac 

the following day. In the meantime, the Colorado Bar Association passed a resolution 

condemning KGMC and calling for a ban of courtroom recordings for broadcast use. 

The Denver Post added its weight to the controversy lambasting KGMC for unethical 

coverage.^' 

KGMC flourished, but McAlister was forced to leave Colorado in 1954. His wife, 

Majorie, fell ill and her doctor diagnosed the climate as the source of the illness. 

McAlister moved back to Lubbock, Texas, Majorie's hometown, and began looking for a 
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radio station to buy. 

KLLL AM radio became available in 1954 and was quickly snapped up for the 

purchase price of $48,000. KLLL's AM frequency was 1460, broadcasting 1,000 watts 

power. The format was popular music known as "Top 10." Instead of live bands, disc 

jockeys were employed to play records. The youngest disc jockey on staff was 
9^ 

McAlister's 14-year-old son. Bill McAlister. 

Billy Bob McAlister cut his teeth on a microphone. He recorded his first commercial 

at age three, sellmg Campbell's ice cream and milk in Clovis. He had his own weekly 

radio show, Billy Bob's Birthday Party, on KGMC at age 10. Bymie Bass, tiie 

McAlisters' attomey, said, "Bill never really had a childhood. He was an only child, 

grew up in the radio busmess, then went into the TV business and that was that."̂ "* 
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Shortly after returning to Lubbock, R.B. McAlister suffered a major heart attack in 

1955. He was slowed by the recovery for the next five years. In the meantime. Bill 

McAlister was conung into his own as a manager, spurred on by his father. Bill 

McAlister was named program director of KLLL at age 14. At the time, he was the 

youngest radio program director in the nation.̂ ^ 

According to Beane, R.B. McAlister was disheartened that his son did not get credit 

for his own broadcast accomplishments: 

R.B. McAlister told me that one of his greatest disappointments in life was that 
Bill never would get the credit for being as good a radio and television man as he 
actually was. Everyone will always say, especially in Lubbock, that he just rode my 
coattails and was a yes man for me and did whatever I told him to do. Bill is 
innovative and a brilliant strategist. 

KLLL and KGMC were sold in 1958. Maples-McAlister Broadcasting made a nice 

profit on the KLLL sale, selling it for $248,000. McAlister said he needed a rest from the 
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broadcasting business so his ailing heart could mend. 

While McAlister rested. Maples busied himself lining up new radio acquisitions. 

The partners closed on KUKO in Post, Texas, and KBYG in Big Spring, Texas, m 1958. 

KUKO's AM frequency was 1370, broadcasting 500 watts power. KBYG's AM 

frequency was 1400, broadcasting only 100 watts power. KZZN AM, in Littlefield, 

Texas, was purchased in 1959. KZZN's AM frequency was 1490, broadcasting 250 
28 

watts power. 

The format for all three stations was rock-and-roll with a Keystone Broadcastmg 

Network affiliation for news. The emphasis was placed on heavy music play. Rock-and-

roll trailed country-westem music in popularity in West Texas, but was gaining 
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acceptance due to the popularity of performers such as Elvis Presley, Bill Haley and the 

Comets, and a Lubbock native. Buddy Holly. Holly had been a regular live performer on 

McAlister's KLLL before gaining national celebrity.̂ ^ 

Bill McAlister was named station manager at KUKO m Post. He was 17. He also 

took a tum managing in Littlefield and Big Spring. R.B. McAlister purchased a home m 

Big Spring, but was rarely at the station, preferring to live in Lubbock. Maples moved to 

Big Spring and managed KBYG.̂ ° 

Maples' attempt to purchase another radio station in Laramie, Wyoming, brought on 

legal trouble with the FCC. Maples was charged with trafficking in radio stations in 

1959. He was acquitted of the charge, but the FCC amended the 1934 Federal 

Communications Act dealing with station ownership due to the Maples case. Bill 

Maddox, employed by the McAlisters as a news anchor and advertising salesman for 31 

years, was working at KZZN at the time: 

This mle was passed stipulating that a radio owner had to maintain ownership of 
a station for three years before it could be sold. The reason was R.B. and Cirady 
would buy a station and for eight to 12 months, would really hype it up. They would 
make the books look good by selling a lot of schlock advertising. Then they would 
sell the station because it looked great. They were doing this so much and some 
other owners started doing the same thing, so the FCC cracked down. That's when 
things slowed down for the McAlisters. They hung on to stations longer which 
allowed them to develop KSEL into the highest rated station in the country.̂ ' 

R.B. McAlister purchased KSEL AM and FM radio in 1961 for $400,000 from an 

investment group which included George H. Bush, who later became President of the 

United States. McAlister ended his partnership with Maples, selling the Littlefield and 

Post stations to new owners, and his share of the Big Spring station to Maples. It was an 

amicable parting. Maples was interested in purchasing a station m Waco, Texas, and was 
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managing KBYG. McAlister had decided to settle m Lubbock. Maples and McAlister 

remained close fiiends until McAlister's deatii. After McAlister put KSEL TV on the air. 

Maples voiced promotional announcements for the station.̂ ^ 

McAlister needed new fmancial partners for the KSEL purchase. He formed a local 

ownership group, McAlister Broadcasting Corporation, which included his attomey, Roy 

Bass, and local busmessmen Mack Mead and Alex Miller. He was named president and 

general manager of KSEL AM and FM while Bill McAlister was appointed program 

director. Garth left KLLL to become KSEL business manager and Lew Dee was named 

sales manager.̂ ^ 

KSEL AM's frequency was 950, broadcasting 5,000 watts power; while KSEL FM's 

frequency was 93.7, broadcasting 9.6 kilowatts power. KSEL AM's music format was 

"Top 40" rock-and-roll, while KSEL FM was playing easy listening music. Both stations 

were affiliated with the ABC radio network for national news. 

Most radio listeners were tuned to AM in the early 1960s. "AM was playing the hits, 

be it rock-and-roll or country and westem, and had all the listeners," said Beane. "FM 

was nothing at that time because there were so few FM radios." 

Beane joined the station in 1964 as news director. He was instmcted to develop an 

aggressive radio news department. Beane said, "When a sfren was heard in Lubbock, 

you tumed to KSEL AM or FM and you heard what was gomg on. We had a five-man 

radio news department and every siren that sounded in Lubbock was covered in those 

days."^^ 
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According to Watson, the McAlisters had the perfect mix of music and news, and 

sold it effectively: 

They were so promotion mmded and they had the coverage, 5,000 watts. They 
put together a heck of a team. Everybody was a personality, not just someone just 
playing records. And they went out and covered news. It was unbelievable how 
those news units were always m action. They went places and covered things. I 
suspect KSEL radio was so successful because of the promotional aspect, the 
personality aspect, and the fact that television was so hum drum and dry that it gave 
credibility to radio news.̂ ^ 

R.B. McAlister approved of this sensationalistic news coverage style and never 

questioned Beane's decision to go with a story. According to Beane: 

We covered a traffic accident in which the Texas Tech basketball coach was 
involved. He was driving and had a lady passenger who wasn't his wife. We 
reported the story and in about 15 minutes, J.T. King, {Texas Tech} Athletic 
Director, called me and demanded I pull the story. I reftised. He said he would call 
R.B. so I just connected them. In a few minutes, R.B. came down to my office and 
wanted to know what I was going to do about the story. I told him I was going to 
continue to run it. He said OK, then told me King said never to show up again at an 
athletic event at Texas Tech. I told him if King could make that stick, I'll pay for 
lying. It was actually years before I made my peace with King. But R.B. never 
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interfered with what I put on the radio. Not once. 

Beane reported news for KSEL's morning show - This, That and the Other, or TTO 

for short - named in honor of Grady and Mac, and rivaling their show in audacity and 

team chemistry. A McAlister was in the lineup; but now Bill, not R.B., commanded the 

microphone. Watson said the show was so successful because the co-hosts were nothing 

alike. "Bill had such a squeaky clean image and was so naive," he said. "And then you 

had this New Yorker who had done everything. He played up the Dean Martin image -

smoking, drinking, and chasing women. They were total opposites."^^ 

Dee was that brash New Yorker. R.B. McAlister hired him fresh out of the Air 

Force to sell commercial time at KZZN. McAlister loved Dee's salesmanship but hated 
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his accent. Dee was told he could not do any air work because his New York accent was 

too harsh for West Texas listeners. However, a few weeks later. Dee agreed to play 

records for a disc jockey that needed time off. He was not supposed to talk, but the 

record player broke. So Dee flipped open the microphone: 

I was on the air six hours. The next day, Mac asked me to meet him in a coffee 
shop across {the street} from the station. So I went over and he asked why I had 
gone on air. I explained about the equipment fouling up, and there was nobody 
around so I had to do it. I figured I was going to get fired. He said several people in 
the coffee shop asked what was going on at his radio station last night. They wanted 
to know who was that guy on the radio. I had a thick New York accent. I started 
making my excuses and he said you are getting comments. He told me to keep doing 
it. I've been on air ever since."*̂  

TTO became a monster hit. According to Dee, the Pulse ratings service reported 63 

percent of the listening audience was tuned to TTO at 7:30 A.M. in 1966. Dee said, "If 

you were going to buy radio advertising, you were going to buy KSEL." '̂ 

R.B. McAlister bought out his investors in 1967 to gain total control of McAlister 

Broadcasting. According to McAlister, Bass had mitially invested only $675 in the 

corporation and was paid $75,000 for his stock, spread out over a 15-year period. Miller 

sold his stock for $15,000. McAlister needed the total financial resources of KSEL radio 

to support a new broadcast venture. The McAlisters and Dee had decided to go into the 

television station business. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE LURE OF TELEVISION 

Radio was R.B. McAlister's obsession. His son. Bill McAlister, was obsessed with 

television. Bill McAlister claimed plans for KSEL TV were in the works when his fatiier 

purchased KSEL radio m 1961.' This was Bill McAlister's dream project and, in 1966, 

he was positioned to make it happen. 

R.B. McAlister stepped down as president and general manager of KSEL radio in 

1966, turning over the daily management duties to his son. He retamed the title of board 

chairman of McAlister Broadcasting. About this same time, the McAlisters made 

inquiries into securing a television license for the Lubbock market. Don Garth, business 

manager for KSEL radio, recsilled the McAlisters got then* television constmction permit 

by purchasing a plot of land from John Walton, who owned a television station in 

Monahans, Texas. "Walton had land out on 84 Street that he was wanting to put a TV 

station on," he said. "Walton also had the constmction permit so R.B. bought the land 

and got the permit at the same time." 

Bill McAlister was elated after buying the property. "Lew Dee told me about 

following Bill one day just to see where he was going," said Bill Maddox. "He drove out 

to this empty cotton field on 84* Street and parked along a tumrow. He sat there for over 

an hour, just looking. That dream he had about building a TV station was really deep set 

and was a strong desire." 

While the FCC reviewed the transfer of the constmction permit m 1967, the 

McAlisters went forward wdth constmction, equipment, and corporation planning. 
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Blueprints for the largest broadcast station m Lubbock were developed and McMillian 

Constmction was hired to build it. The available constmction permit and license for the 

Lubbock market was for a UHF transmitter witii 28 as the channel allocation. The 

McAlister's operation plan included a transmitter capable of producmg two million watts 

in full color requiring a one thousand foot tower for the antenna."* 

The McAlisters set up a new corporation for television, McAlister Television 

Enterprises. However, they had no intention of seeking investors. "Originally it was just 

R.B. and Bill and Lew Dee as initial stockholders," said Garth. "But then they saw it was 

going to take much more financing so they got a bunch of area people involved in it as 

minority stockholders."^ 

R.B. McAlister had a philosophy about stockholders. He considered stockholders 

without broadcast expertise as an advantage. He said stockholders can give their ideas on 

business, and they are asked for their opinions. However, the McAlisters always 

maintained the right to make final decisions.^ 

The McAlisters convinced twenty area businessmen to invest in the corporation. 

Investment amounts varied, raging from $20,000 to $50,000. Alan Rosen, who owned a 

Lubbock retail store, made a $20,000 investment and was named to the board of 

directors: 

We raised about $400,000. We were just businessmen trying to watch out for 
our investments and see what was going on. We saw how successful {Channels} 11 
and 13 had been, so we felt there was profit potential even though Channel 28 was a 
UHF station. The McAlisters had the expertise to run it which none of us had. They 
were so successful in the radio business; we had no reason to believe they couldn't 

7 

do the same thing in the TV business. 
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Constmction began in February 1968 with a completion and on-air date scheduled 

for September. R.B. McAlister wanted his tower, studios, transmitter, and offices all in 

the same building. As a result, the complex was massive. The building constmction was 

considered innovative by Lubbock standards. It utilized tip-up constmction. The walls 

were pre-cast, then tipped up and bolted into place. It was the first lightweight concrete 

Q 

building in Lubbock. 

McMillian underestimated the time it would take to complete the project, and the 

McAlisters underestimated the costs. According to Garth, land acquisition and building 

costs exceeded $400,000. Equipment costs were even more staggering, more than $1 

million. With the addition of initial start-up costs, the financial indebtedness topped the 

$2 million range.̂  

The McAlisters purchased an equipment package from RCA. It included a 

transmitter, antenna, video switcher, audio board, one color studio camera, and a two-

inch tape machine. They purchased another used two-inch machine from a station in 

Pennsylvania.'° 

Constmction and equipment delays shifted the sign-on from September to November 

1968. Paul Beane said the station was $250,000 over budget on facility costs and did not 

have any money left. "Any cost at that time, an extra postage stamp, was considered a 

major purchase." 

KSEL radio employees worked for the television station as well, easing the staffing 

requirements. However, several key positions required experienced television 

broadcasters and the McAlisters found them by raiding KLBK and KCBD, the two VHF 
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stations in Lubbock. A.C. Wimberiy, Don Moore and Maddox came over from KLBK. 

Maddox anchored news and also sold commercial time. He was somewhat wary of 

joining KSEL because R.B. McAlister had fired him at KZZN radio in 1959. However, 

money talked and Maddox listened: 

At that point, I was making about $630 a montii at KLBK. I was offered $1,000 
a month here. Nothing else mattered. I thought I could work here six months and do 
better than I was doing at KLBK. I was ready for a change. Stuart Kline, general 
manager at KLBK, told me I was making a very serious mistake. Kline said R.B. 
McAlister would not keep me more than six months and that KSEL would probably 
fail within six months. He tried to convince me that I had absolutely nothing at 
KSEL to base a move on except the promises being made by the McAlisters, which 
were all wrong. I felt if A.C. and Don were coming, there had to be something going 
on. So I made the move.'^ 

Work crews were still hoisting the antenna into place atop the tower on 11 

November 1968, the official sign-on day for KSEL TV. Wimberly recalled the 

McAlisters wanted to begin broadcasting the second the antenna was connected to the 

transmitter: 

They raised it, put it in place and hooked it up to the transmission line. Bill 
Baker, who became our chief engineer, was with RCA at the time and was in charge 
of getting all the equipment installed. About 8:30 P.M., he tumed the transmitter on 
and he did what was called a sweep of the transmission line and antenna. He made 
sure everything was correct. We broadcast color bars for two hours and then at 
10:30, we went on the air with the Joey Bishop Show. The next morning we signed 
on the air at 10 wdth Romper Room. 

KSEL radio had afready moved from studios at 904 East Broadway to the 84* and 

Avenue L location. A barrage of promotional spots for the new television station was 

broadcast. "KSEL radio was hooting and hollering about KSEL television," recalled 

Skip Watson. "They were saymg, hey come see us."'"* 
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The McAlisters mvited the public to tour the new facility the day it opened. "I don't 

know how many people came through there," Dee said. "That's where the radio paid off. 

We had lines of people waiting to get it. It was just incredible."'̂  

Programming for the first day was a mix of live studio shows and some ABC 

network programming. Since KSEL radio was known for its news coverage, great 

emphasis was placed on the first television newscast at 6:00 P.M. Beane and Maddox co-

anchored the news segment. Wes Youngblood, a veteran radio reporter in the Lubbock 

market, anchored sports.'^ 

However, Beane said it was the weathercaster who made the most perceptible 

impact with the viewing audience: 

I told R.B. we needed to spice up the weather because 95 percent of the time the 
weather did not matter. At the time, Jan Glenn, a young lady from Wellington, 
Texas, was attending Texas Tech. She had just been named Miss Playmate for the 
yearbook. She was gorgeous. She had wonderful stage presence because she had 
competed in the Miss Texas pageant. She had a wonderful outlook and a drop dead 
smile. She was a dancer. 

So we hired her to do the weather. We put her in front of a large weather map 
and she would talk about snow in Kansas while pointing to Rhode Island. She did 
not know Kansas from Rhode Island and didn't care. The people absolutely loved 
her. She was a knock down hit.'^ 

The advertising community was curious about the new station, but pre-selling 

commercials was a flop. "The general tone was we are going to wait and see how things 

go," said Maddox. "Clients told me if you get it on the air and get something worth 

buying, then we'll buy some advertising from you. They were not buying in advance 

very much."'* 

Finding programming worth buying was a critical issue in the early months of 

operation. KSEL sought the full ABC network affiliation and, in the meantune, had a 
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secondary affiliation agreement from the network. It was allowed to afr a few ABC 

shows, anything rejected by KLBK, but there were big holes m the programming 

schedule. Funding for syndicated programmmg did not exist, so the McAlisters 

developed several locally produced shows to fill the gaps. Dee recalled, "If you had an 

idea and the McAlisters liked it, you became an overnight TV star"'̂  

Beane called the programmmg somewhat entertaming, but mostly a "collection of 

clunkers:" 

We had a daytime talk show called Date with Donna featuring Donna Axum, a 
former Miss America who R.B. talked into moving to Lubbock fi-om Arkansas. It 
was, in the history of television, maybe the worst show I have ever seen in my entire 
life. We had In the Swing of Things with the local golf pro. Jay McClure. Lew and 
Bill did TTO on radio and tiien a TTO for television.̂ ^ 

Wimberly's job as program director was to find enough programming to fill the 

schedule. He was a good recmiter. 

I got Romper Room on the air by convincing Lew Dee's sister-in-law to host it. 
It was a kid's kindergarten on the air. But by far the most successful show was The 
Lew Dee Saturday Night Theatre. It was a live showcase of old horror movies. Lew 
and his sales team put that show together and everyone dressed up in some kind of 
costume. Lew wore a tux. Phil Tucker, a former Tech football player, was Bmcie, 
the gorilla. John Crisman played Amo, the Frankenstein character, and Maddox 
played Count Flit, the Dracula character. They use to come in there and really tear 
up the studio."̂ ' 

Dee said the show was totally ad-libbed and unrehearsed: 

We would meet in my office a couple of hours before the taping and we would 
have cocktails, shoot the breeze, and laugh and tell jokes. We never had a script. 
Sometimes the props we used were picked up the same day we taped. These were 
creative guys and as the show got going, everybody had suggestions. We could do 
anything we wanted. It was wide open. We took as many breaks as we wanted. So 
the breaks got longer and longer. It seemed like we would run the movie for about 
five minutes, then take a 15-minute break.̂ ^ 
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The Lew Dee Saturday Night Theatre was R.B. McAlister's favorite show. It 

became a running joke that he wanted to make an appearance, but Dee did not invite him. 

Finally, McAlister got tiie mvitation to play piano on tiie show. Wimberiy said tiie 

"performance was classic:" 

They found an old upright piano and brought it m. Mr. Mac was a pretty good 
rinky tmk piano player. He starts playing and all the characters go over and start 
tearing up that piano. They were chopping it up with an axe and hittmg it with 
hammers. Mr. Mac just sat there, playing the piano. He never changed expressions 
as they dismantled it. Finally, they destroy and piano and Mr. Mac is still sitting 
there going through the motions of playmg it. He never cracked a smile.̂ ^ 

However, Dee's show gave R.B. McAlister plenty to smile about. Arbitron ratings 

reported the show second in its tune slot behind NBC and beat movie offermgs on ABC 

and CBS. KSEL also had ratmg successes with Shirley Temple Theater, beatmg NBA 

basketball on CBS on Sunday aftemoons and John Wayne Theater on Wednesday nights 

with a strong ratings share. 

Newscope 28 also gamered early ratings success. The news philosophy mirrored 

radio - fast paced wdth an abundance of fires, accidents and mayhem - all shot on vivid 

color film. It was inspired by the war, according to Beane: 

We had no built-in constraints as to what we should or should not put on the air. 
At the time, Vietnam was in full bore and we elected to go the other way. We 
decided to bring what happens in Lubbock into the living room at night. 
Unfortunately, sometimes it was shootings, fires and accidents. We did editorials 
that were sometimes very critical of the status quo, critical of the establishment.̂ ^ 

Watson said it was quite different from the newscasts on the other local channels. 

"The others were so dull. Channel 11 was known as the country club station." Watson 

described the coverage as "newspaper with a few pictures thrown m," while Channel 13 

had good promotions but lacked news personalties."^^ 
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Despite these isolated programming successes, advertising sales were poor. 

Community acceptance took time because many TV sets in the market still could not 

receive McAlister's UHF signal. 

"We got on that radio and gave UHF antennas away by the thousands," said Dee. 

"The way it worked was after we gave out our supply, we counted on those folks to tell 

their neighbors that there was something to watch on our station, so more people would 

buy a UHF antenna."^^ 

To complicate matters, KSEL was not the only UHF choice. It had a competitor that 

signed on in January 1968. KKBC, Channel 34, was also an independent, with secondary 

affiliation agreements with ABC and CBS. Partners W.D. Dub Rushing and Henry 

Hxmeke had plenty of money to invest. The McAlisters were convinced the Lubbock 

market could only support three commercial stations. Survival was dependent upon 

securing the full ABC affiliation agreement. They went after the prize months before 

KSEL signed on. The resuU was a death stmggle in which both KSEL and KKBC came 

out losers. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE ABC OF SURVIVAL 

Henry Huneke was on vacation in New Mexico in September 1968 when he received 

the bad news via telephone. His television station's affiliation agreement with the ABC 

network just inexplicably had been cancelled. Without it, his station, KKBC, was as 

good as dead.' 

Huneke, a real estate developer, and his business partner, W.D. "Dub" Rushing, who 

was in real estate and retail business, had purchsised Lubbock's KKBC, Channel 34, in 

July 1968 from Clarence and Chester Kissell. The Kissell brothers were involved m 

several Lubbock business investments and had received the constmction permit from the 

FCC to put Channel 34 on the air in January 1968. After just a few months of operation, 

they were in fmancial straits. Huneke and Rushmg took it off thefr hands for $78,000. 

The Kissells moved to Australia. "I tiimk the second week we owned it, the staff went up 

to start broadcasting and the door had a padlock on it," Huneke said. "It was the landlord 

locking the Kissells out. It was a mess."^ 

KKBC had offices and a control room m Lubbock's tallest building, the Great Plams 

Life Building, located downtown at 1220 Broadway. The equipment consisted of a 

transmitter, antenna, and playback machine. Wires were hanging everywhere and tiie 

equipment, purchased used, was wom out. 

The station ran old movies but had secondary affiliation agreements with ABC and 

CBS. KLBK TV had primary affiliations with botii networks. Whatever network 

programming KLBK did not air, KKBC was free to carry. 
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Prior to KKBC's sign-on, KLBK and KCBD were the only commercial television 

stations operating in the Lubbock market. Lubbock had developed, in 1968, into a 

business hub for the Texas South Plains. Texas Tech University, located m the heart of 

the city, had become the third largest public university in Texas with an enrollment of 

more than 20,000 students. Lubbock's business base was primarily agriculture; however, 

it was becoming a thrivmg medical community due to the expansion of three hospitals 

and the establishment of the Texas Tech School of Medicine. Reese Air Force Base, 

located west of the city, was a primary pilot training facility and contributed greatly to 

Lubbock's financial base.̂  

Huneke and Rushing believed the market could support three commercial television 

operations, especially if the third station could get full affiliation with the ABC network. 

Huneke and Rushing bought KKBC with the belief they had a deal wdth ABC for the full 

affiliation as soon as they secured a studio, new equipment, and boosted then* power to 2 

million watts. The partners were in the process of making those changes, spending $1.25 

million on equipment and a building, when the cancellation notice arrived from ABC m 

September 1968. The network was pulling the plug m twenty-eight days.̂  

According to Huneke: 

We had no idea at all that the ABC network was in jeopardy. We had notified 
them that we were making these moves. I was off fishmg in New Mexico the last 
week in September when I got an emergency call from my manager. Bud Holgerson. 
He said we got a telegram from ABC tellmg us they were pullmg the network from 
us and awardmg it to McAlister Broadcasting which was about to go on the air. 

I munediately retumed to Lubbock, flew to New York and had three days of 
meetings wdth ABC television. It was on and off, on and off wdth different people. I 
reiterated the improvements we were making, but it did not seem to matter. 
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This was Huneke's first meeting in New York wdth ABC brass. All previous 

discussions concerning the affiliation had been via telephone. While Huneke had been 

conversing long distance, R.B. McAlister was forging a relationship wdth ABC's affiliate 

relation's staff face to face during several meetings over the summer of 1968.* 

McAlister's pitch for the network was simple. He was a veteran broadcaster wdth the 

most powerful radio station in Lubbock. He had a brand new station with brand new 

equipment that would open in fall 1968. He had an aggressive radio news department 

already on staff, easily capable of doing TV news. Finally, his UHF competitors were 

strong businessmen, but knew absolutely nothing about broadcasting. It was an easy 

sale.̂  

Huneke decided not to air ABC programming during the cancellation period for fear 

it would build an audience for KSEL. KKBC ran old movies and inexpensive syndicated 

programming.'^ 

The McAlisters were preparing to unveil KSEL wdth the secondary ABC affiliation 

when they were notified by ABC's Jim Keely that the network would review its 

affiliation agreements in Lubbock, Dayton, Ohio, and Fort Lauderdale, Florida. KLBK 

would continue to hold the primary affiliation, while KSEL could operate with a 

secondary agreement." 

The McAlisters were stunned, but figured this setback was only temporary. They 

signed on wdth the secondary affiliation and aired ABC programs passed on by KLBK. 

Paul Beane described the arrangement as maddening: 

What we got to put on the air is what channel 13 rejected because they were 
both ABC and CBS. They would not tell us what they were going to pick up or 
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reject until the very last minute. In many instances, we actually joined shows while 
they were signing on. We could not get any kind of clearance to run these shows. 
These were the castoffs from ABC. KLBK cherry picked, taking tiie very best from 
CBS and ABC.'^ 

ABC informed KSEL and KKBC in late spring 1969 tiiat tiie affiliations staff would 

reconsider the affiliation assignment m Lubbock and they were invited to make 

presentations to the network in late June. The McAlisters were stunned yet agam, but 

busied themselves preparing their presentation.'̂  

Beane said there was no need to explain the seriousness of the situation. "We had to 

have ABC. It was the lifeblood.""^ 

The McAlisters convened a "big seven" meeting to plan strategy. The "big seven" 

consisted of the McAlisters, Beane, Lew Dee, Don Moore, Bill Baker and Don Garth. 

Bill McAlister decided to go for broke by producing a presentation tape that the 

McAlisters and Dee would show at the New York meeting. Don Moore was given the 

responsibility to oversee the development of the tape. He chose Jo Kidd, former manager 

of KSEL FM who had become a TV copywriter, to write the script.'̂  

According to Kidd: 

I was under the impression that we had tried everything and it looked like ABC 
was going to KKBC. Don Moore came to me and asked me to write a script to be 
made into a 20-minute production. It was our last hope of winning the network. I 
told him he'd lost his mind because I had no idea how to win over a TV network. He 
told me "you can do it. Now go home and come back when it is written." I was 
assured they would produce what I wrote. I went home and prayed a lot, then I 
wrote the script. I sold ABC on Channel 28.'^ 

Kidd's script was woven into a twenty-minute production that Wunberly said was 

"hokey, but did its job because we got the affiliation."'^ 
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It opened wdth a beaming Jan Glenn, KSEL's weather anchor, mtroducing Bill 

McAlister. McAlister was shown on a paneled set, sitting behind an anchor desk. A 

radio was next to him and a picture of tiie new station hanging on tiie wall behind him. 

His message focused on the growtii of KSEL radio and tiie philosophy that spurred that 

growth.'* 

"Emphasis was placed on three major areas," said McAlister in the presentation tape. 

"The building of local personalities, the establishment of the strongest news department 

for a medium-sized market in the soutiiwestem United States, and total station 

involvement in local community affairs."'̂  

McAlister then used a cmde graphic to chart the listenership growth of KSEL radio 

from 31 percent in 1961 to more than 55 percent of the market in 1966. He made the 

point that Lubbock's support for a third television station would be greatly enhanced by a 

powerful radio station promoting it. Only the McAlisters could deliver that 

combination.̂ ^ 

The next segment featured a montage of film and still photos of the constmction of 

the new facility and the equipment it housed. Bill Maddox, chroma-keyed in front of a 

station photo taken at night, talked about the creative people on the KSEL TV staff and 

the innovativeness of the station's commercial production. Several examples were 

shown, including a commercial for Womble Oldsmobile featuring Gleim dancmg.̂ ' 

Maddox also introduced a videotape montage featuring local programming efforts. 

Clips oi Romper Room, Frankly Speaking, and De Todo Un Poco were among the 

examples. 
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Beane handled the news presentation. He displayed numerous awards for news 

coverage, then, introduced a montage of color news fihn featuring fires, accidents, 

political speeches, and sports. In tme KSEL news tradition, the scenes were graphic and 

the pace frenetic. Beane ended his presentation wdth graphics showdng a 33 percent 

increase in KSEL's news audience at 10 p.m. while KLBK lost 42 per cent and KCBD 

lost 23 percent. "For the first tune in Lubbock's history, the market has a station wdth a 

news image," he concluded.̂ ^ 

Dee and his cohorts from The Lew Dee Saturday Night Theatre had the last word. 

Dee used hand-printed placards to drive home the rating successes of the station. The 

presentation tape ended wdth an avalanche of letters showering Dee, Bmcie, Count Flit 

and Amo. Dee said KSEL had received thousands of letters from Lubbock, the South 

Plains, and Eastem New Mexico, all complementing the station for its programming. 

"This is performance," he said. "At Chaimel 28, we feel we have accomplished it m 

Lubbock, Texas. This is not what we are going to do, but what we have done." 

Huneke and Rushing decided to take a traditional business approach. They compiled 

graphs, flip charts and an executive summary explaining their business plan. The 

presentation emphasized the partner's financial strength and the capital improvements 

they were in the process of completing. KKBC was now located in a new building at 50* 

and Avenue U. It was still in the process of upgrading equipment at the time the 

presentation was made. Huneke called it "as good a presentation as any I have had a part 

in preparing."^^ 
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"We pushed the financials because it was our strength and their weakness," said 

Huneke. "They owed everybody in the country and were trying to sell stock. We 

parlayed our strength against theb weakness and they did the same. They showed their 

experience on the video side which was our weakness."^^ 

KKBC was not equipped to handle a video presentation, but Huneke had an 

opportunity to produce one, with the help of KLBK. "Stuart Klme, KLBK's manager, 

had this vendetta agamst KSEL," Huneke said. "He came to us and said he was on our 

team and would help us in any way. We could have produced the video at KLBK, but 

just felt more comfortable the way we did it. The McAlisters must have done something 
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that really upset him." 

The presentation dates were scheduled for June 23 and 24 at ABC headquarters in 

New York. KKBC went first. Huneke, Rushing and Holgerson met with Gene Kleemak, 

director of station development; Carmine Patti, director of station relations; Glenn 
951 

Fieldman, of ABC research; and Keely, the network liason for the Lubbock market. 

"Patti swung the big axe," said Huneke. "I had the impression that he wanted to get 

this over wdth in a hurry. It w£is a two-hour presentation that we had worked weeks on 
9Q 

and he just wanted to get it over wdth. He wasn't much of a gentleman." 

The foUowdng day, the McAlisters, Dee and Alan Rosen met wdth the same group. 

They showed the videotape and asked if there were any questions. Dee said most of the 
talk centered on KKBC: 

I know they were thinking we got these guys from Lubbock, Texas - what the 
hell do they know? They are talking about Channel 34 trying to use that as leverage 
against us. Mac and Bill did not say anything. So I asked them how they could 
compare channel 34 wdth channel 28. I knew they had sent someone to Lubbock so I 
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asked them if they had seen 34. I told tiiem there was notiimg m there other than a 
camera or something. We had the best facility m Lubbock wdth all tiie latest stuff. 

Mac was like stunned, wanting me to be quiet. But I knew they were trying to 
make a deal and they did not want to pay for anything.̂ ^ 

Dee had it pegged. ABC gave the affiliation to KSEL, but the agreement came wdth 

a steep price for the McAlisters to pay. They had to pay the line charges to get the signal 

to the station, and they would get no network compensation for carrying ABC programs 

for two years. According to Wimberly, this was a common ABC practice in markets 

where two stations were competmg for tiie ABC network affiliation.̂ * 

Huneke and Rushing tried to make it as an independent station, but fmally pulled the 

plug in 1971. They leased KKBC to a Spanish broadcaster, but that agreement also 

failed. They decided to retum the license to the FCC. On 11 December 1981, Ray 

Moran put the station back on the air as KJTV and operated it as a successful independent 

and FOX affiliate.̂ ^ 

Keely mformed Huneke in June 1970 that there might have been some underhanded 

dealings involved wdth the affiliation decision. Thomas Sullivan, one of the members of 

the committee that awarded the affiliation to KSEL, was convicted in September 1969 of 

accepting a commercial bribe of $20,000 from a television station in Dayton, Ohio; 

vying for an ABC affiliation. Sullivan was given a choice of 30 days in jail or paying a 

$40,000 fine.^^ 

Sullivan was also convicted of second-degree grand larceny in January 1970. He 

had attempted to extort $6,500 from Patti. Patti was promised Sullivan would not 

implicate him m the bribery probe in exchange for the payoff. ABC fired Patti and 

Sullivan.̂ '' 
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Huneke wanted to believe that the failure to secure the affiliation was based solely 

on his naivete of the broadcasting business. " I suspect it was 10 percent politics, 10 

percent staff, 10 percent experience and a bunch of little things added together all of 

which we were weak in."̂ ^ 

Rushing said broadcasting was a dirty business in which he did not know how to 

play the game. "I have been a success in retail and real estate, everything I have ever 

been involved wdth except that station," he said. "Plain and simple, we were 

businessmen, not broadcasters, and the guy (Holgerson) running the place for us was not 

mean enough."^^ 

Beane said no bribery was involved because KSEL did not have the money to pay a 

bribe. He insisted Rushing and Huneke just did not imderstand the industry: 

Broadcasting is a unique business like none other. A lot of the standard 
practices just don't work in radio and television. They never have and never will. It 
can't always judge its success by the bottom line. Our competitors didn't understand 
this at the time. We were broadcasters and they were busmessmen. We stole 
nothing from anybody. We went to New York, and they went to New York. It was a 
fair fight. We had the better presentation because we were the broadcasters. 

The McAlisters had tiieir affiliation and began carrying the full ABC program lineup 

in early 1970 following KLBK's six-month cancellation period. Now they could tum 

their attentions to a new pressing matter, how to stay afloat fmancially. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE MONEY PIT 

Bill McAlister was like a sponge when it came to learning the broadcasting business 

from his father. R.B. McAlister excelled in promotions, sales, community service, news, 

and programming. However, R.B. hammered home one special skill even more 

important that these traditional broadcast ingredients. 

"Bill McAlister told me one time that the greatest lesson R.B. taught him was how to 

go to the bank to borrow more money," said Paul Beane. "Bill was absolutely fearless in 

front of a banker. In those days, we were living and dying by the bank. We had 

stockholders that would come and go. These stockholders owned from one percent to as 

much as fifteen percent."' 

Beane estimates that more than 100 stockholders were involved with KSEL TV at 

one time or another from 1968 to 1970. The McAlisters had little difficulty attracting 

investors; however, the same cannot be said for advertisers. Commercial sales were 

difficult to come by and, as a result, station revenues lagged far behind projections. 

Some stockholders, like Ed Luskey of Luskey's Westem Wear, advertised wdth the 

station. The KSEL sales staff was also able to convince Chapman Brothers Realty, 

Womble Oldsmobile, Bittman's Household Supply, and Margaret's Women's Wear to 

run frequent advertising. However, by 1970, the station was only able to tum a profit 

during the fourth-quarter Christmas season. As a result, additional stockholders were 

needed to bolster cash flow. 
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The McAlisters were in the middle of this stockholder group. R.B. McAlister owned 

only 10 percent of the stock. Bill McAlister and Lew Dee owned about five percent each. 

However, they had the expertise to run the business and that expertise called for more 

stockholders as finances stmggled.̂  

This list of stockholders in 1970 included one of the biggest names in Texas politics 

and three of the biggest stars in television. According to Beane: 

You had Allan Shivers, a former govemor, and the team from the television 
show Bonanza, Lome Green, Michael Landon and Dan Blocker. They owned 
enough stock to attend the stockholders meeting because they were serious about 
their investment. Green and Landon would fly in from Los Angeles and Blocker 
would drive in from New Mexico because he refused to fly. They were absolutely 
infatuated wdth R.B. McAlister. That was the kind of charisma he had. He could 
talk anybody out of anything."* 

He also had the uncanny ability to stall a bill collector. "They would call up 

threatening to sue if we did not pay them and by the tune he talked to them for a while 

they would go on several more months," said Don Garth. "Bill picked up a lot of that 

from him. R.B. had a lot of faith, and if he believed in something, he thought the Lord 

would see him through and he did not worry about it."^ 

R.B. McAlister's election to the Texas Legislature in 1968 put him in position to 

meet many of the state's big money investors. He was an ally of House Speaker Gus 

Mutscher and former govemor Preston Smith of Lubbock. They introduced him to 

Shivers who was putting together an investment group for a new television station in 

Austin, Texas. McAlister also convinced Shivers and his group to invest in KSEL.̂  
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Shivers and his investors, W.E. Dyche, Jr., Tolbert Foster, and Edgar Younger, who 

were in the savings and loan business m Houston, Texas, purchased $200,000 worth of 

stock in KSEL TV. They bought a 54 percent controlling interest.̂  

This transaction took place in July 1969 while ABC was considering whetiier to 

grant its affiliation agreement to KSEL or KKBC. McAlister notified ABC of tiie new 

investors, and McAlister believed it nailed down the affiliation agreement as well as 

infused much needed capital into his financially strapped station.* 

Shivers and his investors immediately recouped a portion of the KSEL cash 

investment, because McAlister Television Enterprises purchased more than $44,000 

worth of stock in the new Austin station, KVET TV. KSEL's minority stockholders were 

thrilled because of the potential of the Austin market. However, that joy was short lived, 

because in 1972, R.B. McAlister worked out a swap wdth the Austin group. In exchange 

for all KVET stock owned by McAlister Television Enterprises, the Austin stockholders 

released all stock they held in KSEL TV. "Somehow it was rinky-dinked around and we 

wound up wdth nothing in Austin and we were back here wdth the McAlisters," said Alan 

Rosen. "Dyche and Shivers were out of the situation and wound up with a gold mine in 

Austin."^ 

The financial picture had not improved. KSEL TV was still operating in the red 

despite ABC programming and the demise of KKBC. "It was really bad in those early 

years," said Garth. "We were really sweatmg the income and doing everything we could 

to get the billing up. It was month to month trying to keep our heads above water for 

years."'' 
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The Austin swap and the precarious financial situation of the station prompted the 

majority of minority stockholders to sell their shares to McAlister. According to Rosen: 

It came to the point that they were in constant need of money and people got 
nervous, so McAlister said he would buy us out, but he did not have the money to do 
so. So, he set up a five-year or 10-year payout for everybody. I told him if he 
wanted my stock he'd have to pay cash for it and that is what happened. I got my 
investment back but did not make a dime profit. I do not think anybody was pleased 
with the end resuh. In retrospect, it did not tum out to be a good investment; and it 
should have tumed out to be a good one." 

The McAlisters were now in control of the stock in 1973, but the losses were 

beginning to mount. Bank notes were constantly coming due, the minority stockholders 

had to be paid, and the station was now getting network compensation, but the amount 

was far less than most comparable markets received because of the presence of KJTV. 

"Because of Chaimel 34, the water was always muddied wdth the network," said 

Garth. "We could not deal wdth them because they would always say if you don't like 

our deal, we will just go wdth Channel 34. Over the years, that kept our network revenue 

19 

way down which really put us at a disadvantage." 

In 1974, the McAlisters were forced to consider the unthinkable. They needed more 

financing and the only viable altemative was to sell KSEL radio to feed the voracious 

monetary needs of the TV station. KSEL AM was still the top-rated performer in the 

market, but FM radio was eating into its dominance. This was a good tune to sell, and 

the McAlisters got a premium for the properties from Harris Enterprises. In addition, the 

new owners paid rent until moving in 1976 into the old KSEL radio facilities on East 

Broadway. 
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KSEL TV was undergoing numerous changes in 1974 at the time KSEL radio was 

sold. Lew Dee and Paul Beane left KSEL TV to pursue ownership opportunities in 

Lubbock radio. Most of KSEL's radio personnel elected to stay with the radio station, 

resulting in a change of several employees at the TV station. However, the greatest 

change involved the call letters for the TV station. As part of the radio sale agreement, 

the call letters KSEL would remam wdth the radio properties. The McAlisters applied for 

and received permission from the FCC to change the TV call letters to KMCC TV.'"* 

The infiision of cash from the radio sale, improved ratings performance by ABC and 

KMCC's news helped improve the station's day-to-day financial picture. The network 

had several hits including Mork andMindy, starring improv comedian Robin Williams; 

Happy Days, wdth child star Ron Howard and Henry Winkler as the Fonz; and Monday 

Night Football witii Frank Gifford, Dandy Don Meredith and Howard Cossell. Wimberiy 

was able to swing a syndication deal for M*A*S*H, airing it after the 6 P.M. and 10 P.M. 

newscasts. 

KMCC's national sales improved 218 percent in 1976. Advertising sales to national 

accounts brought m $121,000 in 1975. The margin jumped to ahnost $386,000 at the end 

of 1976.'^ 

A long-term capitalization opportunity, nurtured by Bill McAlister shortly after the 

radio sale in 1974, put the station on stronger financial footmg. "Bill found this 

insurance company in New York, Homelife, which was making capital investments," said 

Bymie Bass. "Mr. Mac and Bill just hit it off wdth this Homelife Vice President, Craig 
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Ros. He also had a bit of a game leg. He was New York tough, but they became fast 

friends, that is how that deal got put to bed."'̂  

The McAlisters convmced Ros and Homelife to take an equity participation in the 

station. "If the station sold, or the loan got paid off early, tiien tiiey had an equity 

interest; kind of akin to a stockholder position," said Bass. "There was not much 

negotiating going on wdth that deal because they thought tiiey had to have it one way and 

Mr. Mac and Bill needed the money bad enough that they were not in the position to say 

we want it this way. We had to make that deal hunt."'* 

The loan for $1.5 million carried a hefty interest payment. "It was a pretty hard 

row to hoe because of the interest payments and the capital override," said Garth. "When 

the loan was to be paid off, they were to be compensated above the principal and interest 

as a part of their ownership deal."'̂  

It was a bittersweet December 1976 at KMCC TV because the station was finally 

performing up to expectations. Then R.B. McAlister died. He had battled cancer for two 

years, passing away on 10 December 1976, at age 63. Despite his illness, McAlister 

would go to the station every weekday during his final months because he said it gave 

him the will to live. "He would walk around the station, giving encouragement, offering 

advice," said Bill Maddox. "He had a nameplate on his office door, 'Chafrman of the 

Bored.' He never lost that sense of humor."'' 

His widow, Majorie McAlister, was elected chairman of McAlister Television 

Enterprises. However, Bill McAlister made every decision. "Even though he was out 

quite a bit of the time, Mr. Mac, by accounts, was the man who made the final decisions," 
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said Maddox. "When he died. Bill grew up real fast. Even though he had been in the 

president's position up to that tune, he had to rise to the occasion."" 

The station entered a period of relative prosperity from 1977 through 1983. Local 

sales solidified as ratmg numbers for metro Lubbock (Lubbock County) grew. KMCC's 

news was top rated m the metro, but the ADI ratmgs (Lubbock market viewing area) 

contmued to lag behind KCBD and KLBK due to the reception differences between VHF 

and UHF. National sales for KMCC contmued its impressive growth rismg from $584 

tiiousand in 1977 to ahnost $1.6 milUon in 1981.'' 

KLBK had the Lubbock market's best overall news numbers due to the popularity of 

its lead-in programming. The CBS Evening News with Dan Rather. However, KCBD 

was making ratings headway in local news after Skip Watson was hired as news director. 

NBC's network programming was also gaining in popularity spurred by The Cosby Show, 

starring black comedian Bill Cosby; and Cheers, with an ensemble cast headed by 

comedian Ted Danson. ABC was scoring ratings victories during sweeps months with 

9^ 

network miniseries such at Roots, The Winds of War, and The Thorn Birds. 

Following in the McAlister tradition, Greg McAlister started his career in 

broadcasting in 1978. He was in the sixth grade, age 12, when he went to work at the 

station. His father did not push him into the business. It was just understood that he 

would leam it from the ground up, just like his father and grandfather. 

"It was something that I wanted to do more than he expected me to do," the junior 

McAlister said. "From what I remember, he did not have a lot to do wdth what I did out 
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tiiere. We were really kind of separate. He ran tiie tiling and I played in tiie back. Iran 

the TelePrompTer and swept the prop room. It kind of progressed from tiiere."'"* 

Greg McAlister feh most at home in the production department, learning to direct 

commercials and newscasts. He was well liked and much respected by his peers. He was 

the boss'son, but he worked hard. 

KMCC's financial performance convinced McAlister to expand the corporation's 

station holdings in 1978. He purchased KFDW, Channel 12, m Clovis, New Mexico, 

returning to the city where he had started his broadcasting career. "Superstations WGN 

in Chicago and WTBS in Atlanta were on cable here," explamed Maddox. "He had 

dreams of KMCC's being a superstation. Obviously he could not do it with a network 

affiliation, but he felt that if he could start buying stations and enlarging that way, he 

would get to a point where he would not need network affiliation and he could make it 

into a superstation."'^ 

Superstations were a by-product of the success of cable television. Atlanta's WTBS, 

owned by millionaire broadcaster Ted Tumer, was able to reach the entire country on 

cable TV by broadcasting over satellite. In addition to WTBS, Lubbock cable 

subscribers were able to watch KTVT in Dallas/Fort Worth and Chicago's WGN by 

1983.'^ 

Homelife enthusiastically supported the KFDW purchase, loaning McAlister an 

additional $1 million. McAlister paid $300 thousand for KDFW and upgraded 

equipment for both stations. KFDW carried KMCC's programming and originated a 

newscast cut-in. McAlister decided to change the Clovis call letters, stamping the 
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McAlister name on tiie property. The FCC granted permission to switch tiie KMCC call 

letters to Clovis, and rename tiie Lubbock station KAMC.'̂  

"It was really a bad deal from the word 'go'," said Garth. "That tiimg was always a 

money loser, ft gave a us a little more audience, but always lost money."'* 

Despite this new money drain, KAMC was making more than enough money to 

support both operations. However, community commitments and a failing marriage were 

draining McAlister's personal life. He was elected Lubbock City Councihnan, Place 4, in 

1976, and then Lubbock Mayor in 1980.'^ 

Maddox believed McAlister's decision to run for mayor cost him his marriage. 

Becky McAlister filed for divorce in 1979. According to Maddox: 

We flew together to Clovis for a premier party at the station there and Becky 
had just recently told him that she wanted the divorce. I have never seen him more 
humble than he was at that time. I had been through a divorce so he was questioning 
me about what I thought he should do. It v/as a tough time for him because he did 
not want a divorce. He really loved Becky and I think Becky probably loved him 
except she just hated the politics so much. I think she had given him an ultimatum; 
either no more politics or she was gone. He needed the politics, too; that was part of 

The local political climate was perfectly suited for a mayoral run by McAlister. After 

being elected to the council in 1976, he aligned himself wdth Mayor Roy Bass, whose law 

firm represented the McAlisters; and councilman Dirk West, who had hosted a children's 

show on KSEL TV. West succeeded Bass as mayor in 1978, but decided not to seek re

election in 1980. McAlister campaigned on his experience in local politics and local 

business. According to the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, the local issues included school 

desegregation, rising taxes and inflation, traffic congestion, water appropriation, and 
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crime prevention. The newspaper endorsed McAlister and he won wdth more than 80 

percent of the vote.^' 

As mayor, McAlister was involved in numerous civic duties ranging from city 

council meetings to ribbon cuttings for new Lubbock businesses. He was regularly 

pictured in the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, appearing at some function required by his 

mayoral office. However, his appearances at KAMC were lunited by his political time 

demands. "City politics was taking a lot of his time," Garth said. "He then went through 

the divorce, got a girlfriend and that was distracting. So he was at the station less and 

less, and just was not that active in the station's daily operation.' 

He was also having extreme difficulties controlling his personal expenses. "We were 

forced to endure another critical financial time," said Maddox. "But not because the 

station was performing badly. Bill just spent more money than the station had and more 

-JO 

money than he made particularly during really stressful times of his life." 

McAlister's political popularity was healthy in 1982 as he was elected to another 

two-year mayoral term. However, his personal health was a different matter. He was 

hospitalized shortly after being reelected in April and underwent surgery for a problem 

wdth his esophagus. A few weeks later, he was hospitalized for treatment of a bleeding 

ulcer. He was hospitalized in July wdth head injuries after a fall in his home. In October, 

he again was admitted to a hospital for gallstone surgery. In May 1983, he was caught up 

in a controversy involving an auto collision wdth a light pole. McAlister denied 

involvement but paid for the damages. 
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After buying the Clovis station, Homelife msisted tiiat McAlister take out a life 

insurance policy worth $2.5 million tiiat would pay off the corporation's loans in the 

event of his death. According to Garth, KAMC did not have tiie money on hand on 27 

June 1983, to make the interest payment due to Homelife but the life insurance policy 

saved the day. Bill McAlister, age 42, died on tiiat date, the victim of a heart attack.̂ ^ 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE STATE OF THE ESTATE 

Greg McAlister remembered it as tiie worst day of his life - 27 June 1983. He was 

only 16. His father was only 42. "ft was such a shock; I was totally numb," he recalled. 

"I was devastated. I remember thinking I was now the man m the family. I really was 

floored by it. Mom and Dad's divorce was so hard to accept. And then this."' 

Bymie Bass was also numb. His mother informed him early that morning that he 

had lost an important client and close friend overnight. "Bill McAlister's death, next to 

my own daddy's death, was probably one of the biggest shocks I have ever run across," 

he said. "I just said you have got to be kidding. This just can't be tme."' 

It was tme and the result was sobering for McAlister's survivors and those who were 

employed at the two McAlister television stations, KAMC and KMCC. There was no 

proven manager with television experience to assume the leadership role for the stations. 

At the time of his death, McAlister had placed his tmst in a longtime radio personality to 

operate the stations and oversee the affairs of his children. Robert "Bob" Nash was 

McAlister's choice for executor of his estate and President and General Manager of 

McAlister Television Enterprises.̂  

"Maybe Bill had a premonition that he was not going to be here," said Bill Maddox. 

"He prepared for that. Here is a guy who is 42 and he put Nash m as executor of the 

estate and he had this $2.5 million dollar insurance policy on himself Maybe he felt in 

his body he did not have too much longer."^ 
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Nash joined KAMC in 1978 as a news anchor and salesman, after a 27-year career at 

KFYO radio. As McAlister's time was increasingly dominated by his political duties, he 

tumed over station management to Nash. "Bob was tiie first to admit that he knew 

nothing about television," said Maddox. "If Nash had not been here, I do not know what 

we would have done. Nash's conung in had a stabilizing effect on the overall situation. 

Whether or not he was knowledgeable enough to be in that position was unmaterial."^ 

Greg McAlister said his family was shocked that Nash was placed in control. He 

was told he could not take over the station until he tumed age 25. McAlister had no idea 

why his father tumed to Nash instead of a member of the family: 

I have a lot of bitter feelings for Bob. In some respects I appreciate what he 
tried to do, but I don't think he was very successful and I think he had more of a 
focus on taking care of Mr. Nash than he did on seeing to the interest of the children. 
In hindsight, I think it is very clear my dad made a mistake naming him executor. I 
think somebody associated with the family would have been better suited to take care 
of the interests of the family. I think there was a coimection that was never made 
witii Mr. Nash.^ 

Nash's primary duty was to oversee the tmst Bill McAlister set up for his three 

children, Greg, Mindy, and Marcus. "The children ovmed a high percentage, but not a 

majority percentage of the station," said Bass. "There were still some minority 

shareholders and, of course, Majorie had a trust on the station. So basically you had the 

same guy wdth his finger on both triggers trying to do the best he could for the station."^ 

Nash's first moves were to elevate A.C. Wimberly to the station manager position, 

and negotiate the equity settlement agreement wdth Homelife. Bass negotiated wdth Craig 

Ros and Homelife's attomeys for months before fmalizing a deal that left the stations free 

and clear. "We got enough to clear them out, pay off Bill's estate taxes and we still had 
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money left to operate until tilings picked up a bit," said Don Garth. "We did have 

another upswing financially so we had money to spare for several years."* 

Nash and Wimberly decided to hire a consultant to review the two station's 

operations and make suggestions on how they should be managed. Mike Shapuo, the 

former chairman of Belo Corporation, spent several days at the stations and suggested 

making Maddox general sales manager and selling the Clovis station. Nash found a 

buyer in Amarillo, Texas. Stanley Marsh owned KVII TV and wanted to increase his 

reach into Eastem New Mexico. KMCC was unceremoniously dumped, selling for $1.2 

million.^ 

KAMC entered a period that can best be described as maintaining the status quo. "It 

was a lethargic time," said Maddox. "At that particular it was just not knowing what to 

do. As a result we just sat on our laurels and lost some of the advantages we had gained 

in earlier years in ratings, promotions, market position and sales. We were just waiting 

for the kids to get old enough to take over."" 

The children had little impact on station operations at this time, but they had an 

overwhehning impact on its financial picture. According to Garth: 

As executor of the estate, Nash was having to provide a living for the three kids 
- schooling, cars, and all sorts of money demands that were provided for in Bill's 
will. But there was really no money to do it wdth. Bill had all these big things in the 
will that he had no money personally to provide. His only asset really was the stock 
in the station, so Bob just borrowed money from the station running up that debt. He 
was also paying estate taxes over a period of time. It slowly was draining all the 
spare cash we had accumulated after settlmg the Homelife debt." 

Greg McAlister moved into accelerated management training. After finishing high 

school in 1985, he majored in business administration at Texas Tech. In between classes 
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he worked at the station, along side Nash, literally. Desks were set up side by side so 

McAlister could observe his mentor." 

McAlister was assigned to the various departments within the station. "For nearly a 

year, Greg and I worked together mostiy every day and I was teaching him what I knew 

about sales," said Maddox. "I could tell he was sharp and he knew what he was talking 

about. He asked the right questions. Hehadagraspof what was going on"'̂  

While working in the business office, McAlister grasped the realization that the 

station was again in serious financial straits. He had serious doubts that KAMC would 

still be in business by time he tumed 25. McAlister said the station began experiencing a 

negative cash flow beginning in 1987 and lost more than $1 million in 1990, the last year 

Nsish operated the business.'"* 

The broadcast economy entered another slow down and national sales plummeted. 

The networks were faced wdth increasing competition from cable television, video 

cassette players/recorders, and personal home computers. Advertising revenue in the 

nation's largest markets stayed about even or dropped from 1987 to 1990. National 

advertising buys were limited to mostly the twenty-five largest television markets.'̂  

KAMC's national sales were just under $2 million in 1982. They were barely above 

$1 million by 1990. "It just started going backwards and we were never able to get back 

to where we were," said Maddox. "It just was not enough to operate on. I had been 

national sales manager and then became general sales manager and you would not 

believe the stress and pressure." 

Maddox continued: 
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Our national sales just went south, and that was the same for every station in the 
market. Every station in tiie country feh tiiat. So from about 1984 to 1988, tiiere 
were very weak national sales. The thought was local sales paid your bills and took 
care of business while national sales was gravy on top of that. We had gotten to the 
point where we were really relymg on those national sales. Then all of a sudden, it 
was gone.'^ 

McAlister credited Nash wdth having the biggest influence on his growth in 

management. He said the influence was mostly negative, but he leamed nonetheless. 

"There was too much expense and we were not aggressive in sales at all. Nash kept 

telling us that the economy was bad and he was doing everything possible to make this 

work. We could not understand why our competitors were making money, but we were 

not."'* 

McAlister remembered this as an agonizing time because the station was bleeding 

red ink. "It was very frustrating," he related. "We wanted the station to perform better 

and it was not, and Nash was not capable of making it perform better. He was unwilling 

to step aside and let us find somebody who would help it perform better."'̂  

McAlister, in 1991, urged his grandmother, Majorie, who was board chairman of 

McAlister Enterprises, to sell it before there was nothing left. "We were so frustrated we 

said, 'Fine, if we are not going to tum it around, let us sell it and move on down the 

road,'" he related. "Let us get out of it what we can. The offers we got were just 

horrible. We had negative cash flow for a series of years and it was not a growing 

20 

concem we could be proud of" 

The station was appraised at $7 million. Bass sent out feelers and got back many 

inquiries, but no acceptable offers. Accordmg to Bass: 
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I remember one guy wrote a letter claiming he was Bill McAlister's dear fiiend 
and that he heard the station was for sale. He claimed he had just seen Bill a few 
weeks ago and tiiey had discussed tiie station. Bill had been dead for four years. So 
I wrote back saymg since he had recently been in contact wdth Bill, please have Bill 
contact me because we want to put it on the news. I never heard a word back from 
this guy. 

We did not get offer one. Some hinted tiiat tiiey would pay $3 or $4 million. 
There were no $7 million offers; and looking at it now, thank goodness there were 
none." 

McAlister took fewer classes and spent more time at tiie station. He described 

himself as a pest, constantiy lobbying his grandmother to overrule Nash and place him in 

control. McAlister said she was reluctant to make the move because he had not 

graduated from college and she just was not convinced that he was ready to run the 

business. He finally persuaded her that if she did not make the move; her grandchildren 

would lose their only source of financisil support." 

"There were just so many things that were wrong when Majorie and I took over the 

station," said McAlister. "We had just lost a million dollars. We could not make payroll. 

We did not necessarily want to take over the station-we had to. The money was running 

out. It was about to be gone. It was time to do something drastic."'̂  

The drastic move was to force Nash to take early retirement in October 1991. He 

remained as executor of the estate, but Majorie McAlister took control of the station and 

appointed her grandson President and General Manager. Greg McAlister was only 24, 
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not yet a college graduate. 
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CHAPTER DC 

A CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM 

A.C. Wimberly was apprehensive. He had been elevated to station manager under 

Bob Nash. Now, Nash was out; Greg McAlister in, and he was in lunbo. As a KAMC 

lifer, he had been with the station since the day it signed on. Where did he fit m the 

picture in October 1991? 

"You know you hear horror stories about sons of rich guys taking over the business 

and everybody said 'Oh no' because they just go wdld," Wimberly said. "I do not think 

there was any animosity that he was taking over. We sat down at the outset and talked 

about the situation and we understood each other from the very beginning. Greg had a 

good head on his shoulders. He could take it in the right direction."' 

The nationwdde advertising market for television was headed south in October 1991. 

Prime time network shares were in the 60 percent range and declining as cable 

penetration continued to grow nationwdde. The nation was in a recession and ad revenues 

were falling. This trend was even more pronounced in the Lubbock market, because the 

overall economy was hampered by low prices for cotton and other agricultural 

commodities, which were Lubbock's economy base. KAMC's local sales were down due 

to competition, especially from cable TV, for automotive advertismg dollars which were 

a staple for local television stations. The station's national advertising sales had not 

recovered from the downtum of the late 1980s when most national ad dollars were placed 

in only the largest TV markets. 
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KAMC's local competitors were better able to weather the downtum. KCBD and 

KLBK were still getting significantly higher network compensation revenue from theu 

networks, while KJTV operated witii less overhead as a FOX affiliate wdtiiout a news 

department.̂  

KAMC's ratmgs for local news significantiy tailed KCBD and KLBK. hi tiie May 

1991 Nielsen ratmgs period, KCBD's 6 P.M. newscast was fourteen ratings pomts and 

twenty-seven share pomts higher than KAMC's. KAMC trailed second place KLBK by 

four ratings points and seven share points. Each ratings point represented 1,400 houses in 

the Lubbock market and each share point represented the percentage of television homes 

tuned in to a particular station during this time period."* 

McAlister said he was not overly confident that he could change the station's 

performance. "My confidence level was pretty low, but I figured it could not get any 

worse, so I might as well take a shot at it. Essentially, I had been involved in most of the 

major decisions for the six months prior to Nash's leaving, so it was more of Nash getting 

out of the way so I could do what I thought needed to be done."^ 

McAlister's fmancial recovery plan for the station was simply what he called "slash 

and bum." He had to reduce expenses and light a fire under his sales team. He found it 

easy to motivate by leveling wdth his staff. He acknowledged the station was in dire 

straits and explained he must cut expenses. No one lost his job, but vacant positions were 

not filled and staff attrition accounted for additional savings. Purchases were made on a 

must-need basis. It was bitter medicine, but according to Wimberly, easier to take 

because of the honest approach. 
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McAlister's most difficuft decision was reassignmg Bill Maddox. Nash had 

promoted Maddox to general sales manager based upon a recommendation of consultant 

Mike Shapiro. Maddox had been in sales smce the station opened. He had overseen the 

national sales run tiiat peaked at ahnost $2 miUion m 1982. But now, m McAlister's 

opmion, he just could not get the job done.̂  

"It was hard for Bill Maddox; I think he really wanted to be a successful executive 

but I don't think that's where his strengtiis were, " explamed McAlister. "That became 

apparent after a short tune so it was not hard to make the decision when something had to 

be different. I think it was hard for him to understand he had to go back to doing 

something that he did not really enjoy, but was good at."* 

Maddox said he actually was relieved. "You talk about stress and pressure; I was so 

ready when Greg came in and said he wanted me to go back on the air. I said OK! I felt 

like a two thousand pound load was lifted off my shoulders when I was able to get out 

from imder that."^ 

McAlister believed that reinvigorating KAMC's news programming in 1992 would 

lead to a quick turnaround. Maddox was still one of the most recognizable personalities 

in the market, dating back to his news anchoring days at KLBK and KSEL. So Maddox 

went back on the air, anchoring KAMC's 6 P.M. and 10 P.M. newscasts. McAlister then 

hired Karla Leslie away from KCBD in 1995 to join Maddox as co-anchor. Former 

KCBD sportscaster John Harris then joined the station m 1997 after leaving the insurance 

business. The final piece of the anchor team puzzle was, in 1997, to bring back former 
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KAMC weathercaster Ron Roberts from Oklahoma City, hi order to compete, McAlister 

said he had to have recognizable anchors who were wdllmg to stay wdth the station." 

He even put himself on tiie air. Teammg witii his wife Mereditii, McAlister hosted 

KAMC's 6 A.M. morning show. The show had experienced a number of anchor 

changes, so McAlister decided the best was to give it some stability was to renew the 

McAlister morning show tradition. McAlister believed his anchoring helped his standing 

in the community. "Our news director at the time thought it would be a cute idea to put 

the McAlisters back on the afr. Meredith had been on radio so she could pull it off. It 

was a lot of fun. I thought it was very successful while it was on the air. The only 

problem was it comes on at 6 A.M. I am not a morning person to begin wdth, and then I 

had to get off the air and then have my real job to do, running the station."'' 

Maddox's reassignment eventually led to the best hire McAlister thinks he ever 

made. His first sales manager hire, from a station in Oklahoma, was not a good fit. That 

relationship lasted three months. He then asked a longtime friend of Bill McAlister, 

Chuck Spaugh, to help him find a new sales executive. Spaugh was in the advertising 

agency business, but had experience as a sales manager and general manager for several 

Lubbock radio stations. McAlister said something clicked between the two and he 

convinced Spaugh to take the job." 

"If anybody taught me about broadcastmg, it was him," said McAlister. "He taught 

me how to handle people, how to deal wdth them, how to make the right decision. I was 

so young and green and dumb and he had been in broadcasting for such a long time. He 
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was just very important to me personally because he brought a lot of experience to the 

table. Maybe we could have revived the station without him, but I doubt it."'̂  

Don Garth agreed. "Chuck was real strong locally. He had a lot of local 

connections. That was a big key in turning things around."'"* 

McAlister adopted many of Spaugh's management philosophies, especially those 

dealing wdth how to handle people. "He taught me to always treat people in a positive 

way, do not try to beat them down," he said. "He was a firm believer that attitude is very 

important and if you take somebody wdth less ability and the right attitude, you are going 

to get the kind of person who can get it done."'̂  

Spaugh said McAlister inherited most of his father's fmer qualities, but was a much 

better manager. "Where Bill wanted to be in charge of everything, Greg had the unusual 

ability to hire the right man for the job and let him do the job," said Spaugh. "Bill was 

more of a person who had to be in the limelight, a person who had to be out front and he 

would sometimes settle for a lesser employee because of the need to control that person. 

Greg was always open to what other people's opinions were."'^ 

Spaugh believed the station's financial tumaround was only accomplished because 

McAlister was able to connect wdth his employees. "Somehow he related to the people 

well, maybe because he came up through the back end of the station. I think he got their 

tmst and respect because of his commitment to the product and he spent so much tune 

back there focusing on the product."'̂  

Larry Cain said McAlister's door was always open, and welcomed his employees' 

opinions. Cain joined the station as a sales executive in 1970, but quit m 1990, because 
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the sales department took the blame for KAMC's fmancial woes. He came back to work 

at KAMC because he sensed the station would make a tumaround under McAlister's 

guidance.'* 

"At first, he was not as approachable as his father," said Cam. "He kept his door 

closed a lot, probably because of the amount of pressure he was under and the number of 

changes he was making wdth staff. But over the years, as he progressed, the door was 

always open, and you could go in there and talk to him about anything basically."'^ 

Cain was confident McAlister could save the station. "I saw the changes he made 

and they were changes that should have been made a long time before then. Maybe the 

station would not have been on the verge of failure if Nash had acted. I figured Greg did 

not have any place to go but up because we were riding the bottom then.' 

It took two years to reverse the station's financial difficulties. KAMC basically 

broke even in McAlister's first year of management, then made a small profit of about 

$200,000 in 1994. The station set profit records in 1996-98. The highest margin was in 

91 

1998 when the station earned $1 million in pre-tax profit. 

McAlister was helped by an uptum in the nation's economic climate after the 

presidential election of 1992. Ad revenue and profits went up for television stations 

nationwdde despite the continued decrease for network prime time shares. Lubbock's 

overall economy improved despite continued low prices for most agriculture 

commodities. KAMC's news ratings improved, surpassing KLBK for second place, 

behind KCBD, in overall local news performance." 
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Accordmg to Maddox, KAMC had become an efficient operation and McAlister was 

bold enough to take some gambles: 

He spent a $500 thousand on a cart machine when we did not have that much 
money, but we needed it. It was a good purchase because it eliminated a lot of 
commercial makegoods. We did some things that had never been done before m this 
market like spending $30 thousand to build a news set. Before, it was always A.C. 
back in the prop room puttmg it together. We built the weather lab, which gave us a 
strong news position. He spent money on it, but we made so much more off of it. It 
was a good investment.'^ 

"He took a lot of gambles and a lot of them paid off," said Garth. "He made some 

right decisions. From then on we were m pretty good shape. By 1994, the billing was 

up, the expenses were cut when it was bad, and we made some nice profits"'"* 

"I am very happy wdth what we did wdth the television station; what we were able to 

accomplish both in terms of the product we were able to put on the air and revenue we 

were able to generate," said McAlister. "I feel I was successful in providing for the 

McAlister family and that was the initial goal going in. I kind of lost sight of that over 

9^ 

the years, but that should have been the guiding goal." 

McAlister's younger sister and brother did not share his affinity for running the 

station. Mindy McAlister went to work for the station in sales while yoimger brother 

Marcus McAlister did odd jobs at KAMC while attending high school. According to 

McAlister, they both wanted a greater share of responsibility and decision making 
authority: 

Basically, since 1992, it was my station to run. I had total say in whether it 
failed or succeeded. The other kids, even though they did not know much about 
what was going on, wanted a hand in running it and I was not real comfortable wdth 
that. This is not going to sound very nice, but I think they wanted to be involved but 
they didn't want to work very hard. They wanted to come in and make the big 
decisions and not put a lot of homework into it.'^ 
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Spaugh said he attempted to reason wdth Mmdy McAlister m 1998, explaming tiiat 

she needed to leam the business. However, he soon came to realize that there was more 

to it than a dispute over sharing power. She and her younger brother wanted to sell the 

station. 
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CHAPTER X 

GOING, GOING, GONE 

Since 1997, interested buyers wanted to know if KAMC TV was for sale. The 

McAlisters had put it on the block once before; were they wdllmg to part wdth it now? 

Greg McAlister was tom between his love for the station and responsibility to his 

family, especially to his mother. Becky McAlister Kidd would reap a huge fmancial 

wdndfall if the station were sold. However, there was a tune limit, wdth a fast 

approaching deadline. 

She had a divorce settlement from Bill in which she received a monthly amount for 

several years," said Don Garth. "But, she had this agreement m the divorce in the event 

of a sale, she would share in the excess valuation. The clause would expire 20 years after 

the divorce."' 

Chuck Spaugh said there was a lot of pressure on Greg McAlister to sell, especially 

from Mindy, his sister. The station was debt free so whatever it sold for, she would split 

wdth her family. "I felt like she was getting a lot of pressure from some outside source to 

sell the station, to take her part of the money and go," he said. "I told her she had a 

television station that was the golden goose. She could sell it, take the money, and three 

or four years from now not have any of the money left. She could also keep the station, 

and live off it for the rest of her life, comfortably." 

The offers kept coming in, and McAlister said they were enticmg. So bowing to 

pressure from his sister and brother, he decided to offer the station at what he considered 

a ridiculously high price - $30 million. According to McAlister, the station had been 
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appraised at $12 million in 1996. He believed he could command a price of $17 milhon 

in 1998.^ 

Spaugh said McAlister did not think he would get any takers because he planned to 

set a high price and see if anyone would pay ft. "I told hun if tiie offer comes m tiiat's 

big enough, there is not much you can do except take it.. ..Later, he came in and said 

someone hadjumped the bar. I could not believe it. I do not tiimk he could eitiier.""* 

"We put feelers out stating what our level of interest would be," said McAlister. "ft 

was a level that I think most people would say was not a pmdent business decision. But 

we got someone who was interested in playing wdth us at that level. So we had a unique 

opportunity, wdth valuations where they were, to find somebody who was wdlling to pay 

more money than the station was worth."^ 

The offer was $23.5 million. McAlister made the deal because he felt it was best for 

his family. Bymie Bass said the sale price was "astonishing." "I told (3reg that I hope 

when word of this gets out, they do not indict you for stealing."^ 

"They sold it to a holding company that tumed around and sold it the same day," said 

Garth. "It was a complicated mess. The holding company, Lubbock Television Trust, 

bought the stock in the corporation. Nobody knew who was involved in it. All the 

dealings were wdth some San Francisco lawyers." 

Bass said the stockholders let McAlister handle the deal totally. "They trusted that 

kid to negotiate the sale of the stock interest in that station. None of them hired other 

lawyers. They signed everything we put m front of them. They asked (jreg if they 

should sign it and he said yes. So they signed and went along wdth it." 
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The paperwork was complicated, but the negotiations were totally m McAlister's 

favor. "The sale of the station was easy. We never had to do much back and forth," said 

Bass. "Negotiating the sale of the station was exactiy opposite of negotiating the loan 

wath Homelife where we got nothing changed. Anything we said we wanted changed, we 

got. It was just the difference m bargammg power."^ 

"It was very difficult for Meredith and me because we were so much more invested 

emotionally in the busmess," McAlister explamed. "Sure this was a station started by my 

grandfather and father, so there was tiiat sentimental attachment. But, we put so much of 

ourselves into it. This has nothing to do wdth R.B. and Bill, ft was so very, very hard to 

let go."" 

Bass said just before closing, McAlister came to him wdth severe seller's remorse. "I 

told him I knew and worked for his dad and granddad and if there is any truth to the 

notion that they are looking down on you right now, they are telling you to go sell that 

station. If they were here right now, they would do this deal for the same money or little 

less and go find some other station to buy."" 

The deal was closed on January 25, 1999. Lubbock Television Trust immediately 

sold the assets of the station to Victor Rumore of VHR Broadcasting m Springfield, 

Missouri. The station actually was bought and sold twice on the same day. Rumore took 

over the next day. Technically, McAlister Television Enterprises was no more. 
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CHAPTER XI 

CONCLUSION 

The call letters remamed the same, but KAMC television, under the control of VHR 

Broadcasting made far-reaching changes in 1999-2000. The station was "Texas-sized," 

according to its promotions.' 

After acquiring JCAMC, Victor Rumore entered into a shared services agreement 

with Dan Sullivan of Quorum Broadcastmg, owner of KLBK, tiie CBS affiliate in 

Lubbock. They consolidated both stations under one roof, housed in KLBK's facilities. 

KAMC no longer operated as a stand-alone enterprise.' 

Greg McAlister was stunned: 

I had no idea the stations were going to merge. If I had known that, more than 
likely, I would not have sold it to him. But he did not pick up a bargain buymg this 
station. He paid a lot of money for it, so it is his to operate in any manner he sees fit. 
He's all about the bottom line and making money. I think he will pick up more little 
guys like me, package up the stations in a nice little bimdle, and hopefully some big 
fish wdll swallow it so he can make his money back plus a whole lot more.̂  

McAlister said he cannot bring himself to watch Chaimel 28. "I just know what is 

going on out there. It is just too hard. The people who I worked wdth out there are not in 

a better situation. They are re£illy like a second family to me; I spent a lot of time with 

those folks. We had a lot of fun together and did a lot of great things. I feel bad about 

what they are going through."^ 

Most of McAlister's closest proteges left shortly after the merger. Don Garth and 

Chuck Spaugh, who were stockholders in McAlister Television Enterprises and who 

shared in the sale proceeds, continued to work for VHR Broadcasting. Spaugh retired in 
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October 1999 and Garth followed suit m February 2000. Larry Cain quit m late 1999 to 

join tiie sales team for Cox Cable. A.C. Wimberly and Bill Maddox, also stockholders m 

McAlister Television Enterprises, were still employed by VHR Broadcastmg, but said tiie 

place totally changed.̂  

"It is a little sad," said Wunberly. "I hate to see this place without a McAlister 

around. I'm just glad I am fauly close to retirement."^ 

"It is just been so tough on the people at 28 because of what they were used to and 

the way they have to operate now, " said Spaugh. "As the new people commented to me, 

you all had a fantasy job. Maybe so, but that fantasy job made a lot of money."^ 

"I still say (jreg made the right decision," Spaugh contmued. "There was no other 

decision. There was no option on this. The pile was too big; the offer was too strong. I 

do not think he could have faced the family if he had tumed it dovm."* 

"If I had been him, I would have done the same thing," said Cain. "I do not think 

there is anybody who faults him for selling under the circumstances. You can not pass up 

something like that. I hate that he did it because it changed everything so drastically, but 

he did exactly what he should have done."^ 

"Greg loved this station and he loved this busmess," said Maddox. "His six or seven 

million, whatever he got out of it, would not compensate him enough to get rid of it but 

he had the other people to consider. I'm sure his grandfather and father would have been 

very proud of him. I'm glad I got to work for R.B. Bill and Greg. It was a great 

broadcasting family."" 
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Future research opportunities include examining the success of KAMC's shared 

services operation witii KLBK. ft is tiie autiior's opmion tiiat VHR Broadcastmg entered 

into this agreement wdth Quorum Broadcasting to overcome the mflated acquisition cost 

it paid to McAlister Television Enterprises and to maxunize its ability to convert to 

digital technology. 

Future researchers could also examine the number of small independent broadcasters 

who wdll continue to operate after digital conversion and whether the dominance of group 

ownership adversely affects the diversity of media voices. 

In conclusion, McAlister Television Enterprises barely survived during a time in the 

broadcast television industry dominated by group ownership, network viewer 

monopolization, and VHF viewer preference. Greg McAlister said he ultimately realized 

that he needed to sell McAlister Television Enterprises before the reshaping of the 

industry and competitive forces pushed him out of business." 
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Notes 

Bill Maddox, mterview by author, tape recordmg, Lubbock, Texas, 23 February 
2000. 

Don Garth, interview by author, tape recording, Lubbock, Texas, 23 February 
2000. 

Greg McAlister, mterview by author, tape recording, Lubbock, Texas, 25 April 
1999. 

"*Ibid. 

Don Garth, interview by author. Chuck Spaugh, Sr., interview by author, tape 
recording, Lubbock, Texas, 26 April 1999. Bill Maddox, interview by autiior. 

A.C. Wimberly, interview by author, tape recording, Lubbock, Texas, 15 February 
2000. 

^Jbid. 

Spaugh, interview by author. 

*n)id. 

^ Larry Cain, interview by author, tape recording, Lubbock, Texas, 26 April 1999. 

" Maddox, interview by author. 

'' Greg McAlister, mterview by author, tape recording, Lubbock, Texas, 6 April 
2000. 
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